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Foreword
The global financial turmoil has shaped financial markets and brought many issues into the
light. Three of them are covered in this thesis – financial stability, operational risk and lessons
from failed risk management practices during the crisis.
The first essay The JT Index as An Indicator of Financial Stability of Emerging Markets
presents a financial scoring model estimated on Czech corporate accounting data. Seven
financial indicators capable of explaining business failure at a 1-year prediction horizon are
identified. Using the model estimated in this way, an aggregate indicator of the
creditworthiness of the Czech corporate sector (named as JT index) is then constructed and its
evolution over time is shown. The used methodology for the construction of the JT index
might be suitable for decision makers in emerging markets when evaluating the economy’s
financial stability. The similar approach has been recently also adopted by the National Bank
of Belgium and currently the Central Bank of Sri Lanka (based on our paper). This essay has
been jointly written with Petr Jakubík from Charles University in Prague. An early version of
this essay has been published in the peer-reviewed occasional papers series of IES FSV UK
and the Czech National Bank as Jakubík, P., Teplý, P. (2008): The Prediction of Corporate
Bankruptcy and Czech Economy’s Financial Stability through Logit Analysis, IES Working
Paper 19/2008 and in Jakubík, P., Teplý, P. (2008): Financial Stability Report 2007, Czech
National Bank, pp. 76-85. Moreover, a modified version of the essay was published as a
chapter in a book as Teply, P., Jakubik, P. (2008): The Prediction of Financial Stability of
Emerging Markets Economies through Logit Analysis. In B.S.Sahay (Ed.), Redefining
Business Horizons, Macmillan Publishers India Ltd., ISBN 9780230637153.
The second essay Operational Risk Management and Implications for Bank’s Economic
Capital analyses and models the real operational data of an anonymous Central European
Bank. We have utilized two main approaches described in the literature: the Loss Distribution
Approach and Extreme Value Theory, in which we have used two estimation methods: the
standard maximum likelihood estimation method and the probability weighted moments
(PWM). Our research showed that the PWM is quite consistent when the data is limited as it
was able to provide reasonable and consistent capital estimates. From a policy perspective it
should be hence noted that banks from emerging markets such as the Central Europe are also
able to register operational risk events and the distribution of these risk events can be
estimated with a similar success than those from more mature markets. An early version of
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this essay has been Publisher in the peer-reviewed occasional papers series of IES FSV UK
(co-author Radovan Chalupka from Charles University in Prague) as Chalupka, R., Teplý, P.
(2008): Operational Risk Management and Implications for Bank’s Economic Capital – A
Case Study, IES Working Paper 17/2008. The part of this essay was also incorporated in a
book Mejstřík, M., Pečená, M., Teplý, P. (2008): Basic principles of banking, 1st edition,
Prague, Karolinum, ISBN 978-80-246-1500-4.
The third essay Risk Management Lessons From The 2008 Financial Crisis deals with the
pending crisis in more detail. In this essay, we discuss the history, macroeconomic conditions,
and milestones of the US mortgage crisis that later resulted in the global liquidity and credit
shortages. We also describe key investment banking and risk management practices that
exacerbated the impact of the crisis. Moreover, we recommend the following four policies to
protect against repeating these errors and limiting future risk exposure: internationallycoordinated policy when funding private financial institutions, tighter regulation and higher
transparency of financial markets, revision of Basel II requirements, and a change in
supervising credit rating agencies. This essay has been jointly written with Jan Černohorský
from University of Pardubice. An early version of this essay “Risk management lessons from
the 2008 financial crisis“ was published in conference proceedings of the International
conference for Ph.D. students and young scientists, Karvina, Czech Republic as Teplý, P.,
Černohorský, J. (2009): Risk Management Lessons from The Current Financial Crisis, ISSN
978-80-7248-504-8, Karvina, Czech Republic. An updated version of the essay was published
in conference proceedings in the US as Teplý, P., Černohorský, J. and Černohorská, L.
(2009): Strategic Implications of The 2008 Financial Crisis, ISSN 1947-2195, Global
Strategic Management, Inc., Michigan, USA.
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ESSAY I - THE JT INDEX AS AN INDICATOR OF FINANCIAL
STABILITY OF EMERGING MARKETS
Abstract
This article presents a financial scoring model estimated on Czech corporate accounting data.
Seven financial indicators capable of explaining business failure at a 1-year prediction
horizon are identified. Using the model estimated in this way, an aggregate indicator of the
creditworthiness of the Czech corporate sector (named as JT index) is then constructed and its
evolution over time is shown. This indicator aids the estimation of the risks of this sector
going forward and broadens the existing analytical set-up used by the Czech National Bank
for its financial stability analyses. The results suggest that the creditworthiness of the Czech
corporate sector steadily improved between 2004 and 2006, but deteriorated in 2007 and 2008
what could be explained through global market turbulences. The used methodology for the
construction of the JT index might be suitable for decision makers in emerging markets when
evaluating the economy’s financial stability.
JEL: G28, G32, G33, G38
Key words: bankruptcy prediction, financial stability, logit analysis, corporate sector risk, JT
index
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Introduction

Credit scoring methods are a standard part of financial institutions’ risk management
processes. They allow lenders to rate the creditworthiness of their potential debtors by
estimating the probability of default1, with the aim of maintaining a high-quality loan
portfolio. The most common type of credit scoring used in banks for the legal entities segment
is financial scoring. In this case, companies are rated using financial parameters derived from
their accounting statements. The financial scoring process generates a score expressing the
company’s creditworthiness. This type of model can be applied analogously to aggregate
economic data to construct a financial stability indicator based on the creditworthiness of the
non-financial sector. From the credit risk assessment perspective, the indicator can be used to
complement the sectoral macroeconomic models that have been estimated for the Czech
economy and incorporated into the banking sector stress tests (Jakubík, 2007).
This article begins with a literature review on credit scoring and bankruptcy prediction
models. Section 3 looks briefly at the definition and estimation of scoring models with a
primary focus on logit methodology. Section 4 discusses the corporate financial indicators
that can be used as explanatory variables for business failure. Section 5 contains a description
of the data used to estimate the model. The resulting estimated model is presented in section
6, and section 7 then applies the model to data for the entire sector to estimate a
creditworthiness indicator for the non-financial corporations´ sector. The final section
summarises the results.
2.

Literature Overview

Although the history of credit came back 5,000 years, the history of credit scoring is much
shorter (around 70 years). Credit scoring is essentially a way to identify different groups in
population when one cannot see the characteristic that defines the group but only related ones
(Thomas et al., 2002). In 1930s first studies on bankruptcy prediction emerged such as or
Smith and Winakor (1935) or Fitzpatrick (1932) who tried to find the sign of financial failure

1
Default is generally defined as the failure of an obligor to meet its obligations arising under a loan agreement.
The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2006) defines default as a situation where at least one of the
following events has taken place. The first is the situation where the bank finds that the obligor is unlikely to pay
its credit obligations in full, without recourse by the bank to actions such as realising security. The second is the
situation where the obligor is past due more than 90 days on any of its obligations. In this article, default will
mean the failure of the firm.
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with comparative analysis of the ratios from frustrated companies and healthy companies.
Fisher (1936) introduced the idea of discriminating between groups in a population; he
focused, among others, on two species of iris by using measurements of the physical size of
the plants. Following the Fischer’s idea, Durham (1941) recognized that a similar method
could be used for discrimination between good and bad loans. The Durham’s work was done
as a research project for the US National Bureau of Economic Research and was not used for
any predictive purpose. However, no advanced statistical methods or computers available for
the researchers at that time. Hence financial ratios of healthy firms were compared with
bankrupted firms and it was found that bankrupted firms reported poorer results than the
healthy ones (Thomas et al., 2002).
Beaver (1966) applied a univariate model for discriminating between healthy and bankrupted
ratios. He compared a list of ratios individually to for 79 failed firms and a matched sample
for 79 healthy firms. Consequently, Beaver investigated how 30 financial ratios could predict
the firm’s bankruptcy and found that six financial ratios could discriminate well between
healthy and bankrupted firms five years before the failure occurs. Although the Beaver’s
pioneer study presented a simple univariate model, it gave a solid base for future research in
this field.
Altman (1968) created a multivariate discriminant model, which became one of the most used
of all bankruptcy prediction models. He examined 33 healthy listed firms and 33 bankrupted
listed firms2 in the US manufacturing industry in the 1946-1965 period. Initially, Prof. Altman
provided a multivariate discriminant analysis (MDA) on 22 financial ratios and constructed
the Z-score model that consisted of 5 ratios. Based on the Z-Score he divided firms into three
groups when predicting bankruptcy – healthy, bankrupted and the other firms.3 The model
proved to be extremely accurate in predicting bankruptcy (95%). However, this original
model suffered several pitfalls such as it was applied on small listed firms and the US
manufacturing industry. As a result, Prof. Altman expanded his model to larger firms

2

The group of healthy firms matched with the group of bankrupted ones (in terms of size, industry etc.).

3

The Z-score of these firms was in a gray area (or zone of ignorance), so one could not decide if the firm would
be healthy or bankrupted.
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(Altman, 1977), non-listed companies (Altman, 1983) and non-manufacturing companies
(Altman, 1995)4.
In 1970s several academics followed the works by Beaver and Altman for bankruptcy
prediction, for example, Deakin (1972) tried to capture best of both models. Consequently,
Wilcox (1971), Edmister (1972) and Libby (1975) further developed the models presented by
Beaver and Altman.
As follows from the above, until during 1980s the MDA was dominant for bankruptcy
prediction. However, method suffered from some assumptions that were violated in reality
very often (e.g. the assumption of linearity and normality of the financial ratio distributions
was problematic, particularly for the failing firms, or heteroscedasticity of residuals). To
overcome some of the disadvantages of MDA and to provide higher prediction accuracy, the
MDA was replaced by a logit regression method. The critique of the MDA can be found in
Joy and Tollefson (1975), Altman and Eisenbeis (1978), Ohlson (1980) or Dimitras,
Slowinski, Susmaga and Zopounidis (1999). In the Czech literature, credit scoring has been
studied by, for example, Jakubík (2003). The first authors who used logit methodology for
bankruptcy prediction were Santomero and Vinso (1977) and Martin (1977), who examined
failures in the US banking sector. Ohlson (1980) applied it more generally also to nonbanking firms or, for example, Wiginton (1980), used logit regression in his research.
Zmijewski (1984) apllied probit regression when predicting bankruptcy.
However, the logit methology suffers some problems such as the assumption that the
cumulative distribution of the error term is logistic what does not always hold in reality.
Hence in the following years, other methods for bankruptcy prediction have been developed
such as classification trees (Breiman et al., 1984), semi-parameter models (Klein and Spady,
1993), neural networks (Zhang, et al., 1999) genetic algorithms (Back et al., 1996) hazard
models (Shumway (1999) or Hillegeist et al. (2004) or generalized additive models (Berg,
2007).
The latest progress in credit risk management originates from the Basel II framework,
concluded in 2006, which encourages banks to develop their own models in order to decrease
their capital requirement (Mejstrik et al., 2008). The reason is that the outputs of the individual

4

The model seems to be convinient also for emerging markets as documented by Teplý (2002) or Sandin,
Porporato (2003).
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credit risk models can provide inputs for capital adequacy ratio calculation. There is also a wide
range of research on the macroeconomic perspective of credit risk. The seminal question
becomes how to model the aggregated credit risk of an economy or specific sectors such as
corporates and households, respectively. Various approaches have been followed in the
literature, such as applying an econometric analysis on a firm-specific level including
macroeconomic variables (Bunn and Redwood 2003) and using multi-factor credit portfolio
models. A seminal model in the latter context has been proposed by Wilson (1997a, 1997b),
known as Credit Portfolio ViewTM, which has been used for macro stress testing by
Virolainen (2004), for example. In terms of the dependent variable, macro stress tests have
typically been analysed based on loan loss provisions or non-performing loans. In addition,
Sorge and Virolainen (2006), Jorion (2007) or Sironi and Resti (2007) provide a recent review
of various credit risk modelling methods.
3.

Logit Methodology

Scoring models play a role in the decision whether or not to provide a loan.In practice, this is
done by comparing information available on the client (obtained, for instance, from the
client’s loan application form or track record) against information on clients to whom loans
have been granted in the past and whose quality is known. A predictive scoring model is
estimated from the historical information on clients. By applying the model to known
information on a potential obligor, one obtains the probability that the obligor will default.
The decision is made by comparing the estimated probability of default against some
threshold. A survey of these methods in the context of credit scoring can be found, for
example, in Hand and Henley (1997) and Rosenberg and Gleit (1994).
A whole range of statistical methods can be used to construct scoring functions, among them
linear regression, decision trees, neural networks and expert systems, hazard models (see
above). In practice, however, logistic regression is one of the most commonly used methods.
The logit model comes from a simple linear regression that can be described through the
following equation:

N

yi = b0 + ∑ bi xi + ε i

(1)

i =1

where
Page 14
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yi denotes the probability of default of the firm,
xi represents the financial indicators of the firm,
bi expresses the coefficients of the relevant scoring function indicators.

However, yi (the probability of default) can go outside the interval <0,1>, hence linear
regression is an inconvenient method to represent a probability function. To overcome this
drawback, we need to normalized yi into the 0 – 100 % range. Another problem of a linear
regression lies in the assumption of homoscedasticity5 that is often violated in reality. Hence
linear models are not used in practice and non-linear models such as logit or probit models are
preferred (Sironi, Resti, 2007)6.
In the logit model, the linearity in equation (1) can be overcome through an exponential
transformation (sometimes called as the logistic transformation):
yi = f ( wi ) =

1
1 + e − wi

(2)

where
yi denotes the probability of default of the firm,
wi represents the linear function of the financial indicators in Equation 1
N

p wi = b0 + ∑ bi xi
i =1

After providing some calculations we can get equation (3). In this case, it is assumed that the
explanatory variables multiplied by the relevant coefficients are linearly related to the natural
logarithm of the default rate (referred to as the logit – Mays, 2001):

ln

N
s
= b0 + ∑ bi xi ,
1− s
i =1

(3)

where
s

represents the probability of default of the firm at the one-year forecast horizon,

xi expresses the financial indicators of the firm,
bi denotes the coefficients of the relevant scoring function indicators.

5
6

Homoscedasticity means the constant variance of the residuals.
For a detailed discussion on disadvantages of linear models see the discussion above.
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This equation can then be used to derive the relationship for the probability of default. Hence
the following relationship can be expressed using a logit curve (Ohlson, 1980):

1

s=

N

1+ e

− b0 − ∑ bi xi

(4)

i =1

In the case of financial scoring, financial indicators based on accounting data are considered
as the explanatory variables. The coefficients of the function can be estimated using the
maximum likelihood method (Baltagi, 2002). Owing to the large number of indicators that
can be included in the model, stepwise regression is used to select the variables. This method
involves testing various combinations of variables maximising the quality of the model. The
model works with a binary dependent variable (0/1) and can be constructed for computation
of either the probability of default or the probability of non-default, depending on the
definition of the independent variable in the regression. If we denote a “bad firm” 7 with the
value 1, the resulting score obtained from the model corresponds to the probability that the
firm will default.8
If we assume that a large number of firms are used in order to estimate model (1), then
according to the law of large numbers the variable s in equations (1) and (2) corresponds to
the proportion of firms that default at the one-year forecast horizon. Assuming that model (2)
is estimated on the set of firms to which the function will later be applied, the outcome of the
model truly represents the probability of default. As the ratio of good to bad firms in the
sample does not usually match the real situation, and given also that accounting data from
various moments in time are taken into consideration, the outcome of the model cannot be
interpreted as the probability of default. In this context, variable s is usually referred to as the
score expressing the riskiness or creditworthiness of the firm.9

7

A bad firm is defined here as a firm that defaults during the period under review but was a good firm prior to
defaulting. A good firm means a firm that does not default during the period under review.

8

Some studies, conversely, denote “good firms” with the number 1. In this case, the resulting score represents
the probability that the firm will not default.
9

The figure obtained can be converted to the probability of default with the aid of a suitable transformation.
Either parametric or non-parametric estimates can be used for this purpose.
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Financial indicators

The financial indicators used as the explanatory variables in model (2) can be broken down
according to several perspectives – for example the perspectives of lenders, shareholders or
state authorities. It is important to emphasise that there is no clear consensus either in theory
or in practice on the ideal method for analysing the financial indicators. In the Czech
literature, various authors present various breakdowns of relative indicators – see, for
example, Blaha, Jindřichovská (2006) and Kislingerová (2007). There is a similar lack of
unity in the foreign literature – see, for example, Damodaran (2002) and McKinsey et al.
(2005).
Given the primary aim of our research, namely to construct a financial stability indicator
based on the prediction of business failure, we chose 22 indicators and divided them into four
main groups: liquidity indicators, solvency indicators, profitability indicators and activity
indicators. The individual financial indicators are given in Table 1. For each indicator we also
indicate its theoretical influence on business failure (positive or negative).
The liquidity indicators explore the firm’s ability to meet its short-term liabilities (r1, r2, r15
and r19) or to cover its long-term liabilities with long-term assets (r10). Generally, higher
liquidity implies a lower probability of default. Persisting problems with low liquidity usually
indicate problems ahead with meeting long-term liabilities (i.e. declining solvency10), which
in the extreme case can result in the company failure.
The solvency indicators describe the firm’s ability to meet its long-term liabilities. Generally,
a higher debt ratio (r3, r4 and r14) and a longer debt repayment period (r9) result in a higher
probability of default. By contrast, an ability of the company to generate sufficient funds for
debt repayment (r5, r6, r13 and r16) and a higher proportion of internal funds (r17) reduce this
probability.
The profitability indicators explain how the company generates profit and the quantity of
inputs it uses to do so. Generally, higher profitability implies a lower probability of default
(r7, r8, r20 and r21).
The activity indicators measure the efficiency of use of various inputs by the company. From
the financial point of view, it would be ideal if the company generated sales/profit by using

10

Liquidity is sometimes referred to as the short-term solvency of a company.
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the minimum amount of resources. Generally, the lower the company’s efficiency, the higher
its probability of default (r11, r12 and r22). The sales turnover ratio (r18) is constructed so that
the value of the indicator rises – and the probability of default falls – as the volume of sales
rises.
The potential influence of the individual indicators on corporate bankruptcy can be
demonstrated on the following simplified example.11 One classic symptom of declining
solvency is when a company fails to make efficient use of inputs (its activity indicators
deteriorate). Cash flows into the firm consequently shrink, leading to a decline in the firm’s
ability to meet its short-term liabilities (its liquidity indicators deteriorate). Over time, the
company proves to be incapable of generating a profit (its profitability indicators deteriorate)
to cover its short-term and long-term liabilities (its solvency indicators deteriorate). The
firm’s liabilities exceed its assets and it goes bankrupt.
To estimate model (1), the financial indicators obtained using the relationships given in
Table 1 were further transformed into their relative order vis-à-vis the data sample used. In
this way, each indicator value was transformed into a number lying in the interval (0,1). This
simple transformation makes the model estimate more robust to outlying values of the
indicators considered.

11

In this simplified example we ignore alternative ways of restoring the firm to health (e.g. corporate
restructuring, debt capitalisation and so on).
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Table 1: Definitions of financial indicators
Ratio

Definition

Notation

Expected
impact

r1

-

r2

-

r19

-

r15

-

r10

-

r3

+

r4

+

r14

+

r9

+

r5

-

r6

-

r13

-

r16

-

r17

-

r7

-

r8

-

r20

-

r21

-

r11

+

r12

+

r18

-

r22

+

Liquidity ratios
Current ratio
Quick ratio
Cash ratio
Working capital
Capitalization ratio

current assets
current liabilities
cash+ST* receivables
current liabilities
working capital
assets
financial assets
current liabilities
fixed assets
long-term liabilities
Solvency ratios

Leverage I
Leverage II
Leverage III
Debt payback period
Interest coverage
Cash-flow I
Cash-flow II
No credit interval
Retained earnings

debt
equity
LT** debt+LT** bonds
equity
debt
assets
LT** debt+ST* debt
operating profit+interest expenses+depreciation
operating profit+interest expenses
interest expenses
net profit+depreciation
(debt-reserves)/365
net profit+depreciation
debt/365
money+ST* payables+LT** payables
operating expenses
retained earnings
assets
Profitability ratios

Gross profit margin
Return on assets
Return on equity
Net profit margin

operating profit
sales
operating profit
assets
net profit
equity
net profit
sales
Activity ratios

Average receivable
collection period
Inventory ratio
Sales turnover
Payables ratio

receivables
sales/365
inventories
sales/365
sales
assets
ST* payables
sales/365

* Short-term
** Long-term
Source: Authors

5.

Data used

For our research we used the large database of the Czech Capital Information Agency (Česká
kapitálová informační agentura, ČEKIA), which contains the accounting statements (balance
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sheets and profit-and-loss accounts) of selected Czech firms for the period 1993–2005. Of the
total of 31,612 firms in the database, 932 went bankrupt. Since some of the accounting
statements had been completed very sparsely, we focused on the records of firms whose main
economic activity (NACE) was filled in, because for these firms most of the accounting items
were filled in as well. In order to estimate the scoring function, from the firms that went
bankrupt we initially selected only those for which there was accounting data one year prior to
the declaration of bankruptcy. There were 151 such firms.12 Then, for the sample of firms that
did not fail in the period under review we selected only those for which we had accounting
statements for at least two consecutive years.13 The data sample for the estimation of the
model was constructed so as to best capture the true data structure.
Usually, however, a larger proportion of bad firms than exists in reality is included in the
sample so that the good and bad firms can be distinguished using statistical methods.
Sometimes a sample containing the same number of good and bad firms is used (Wezel,
2005). Generally, the good firms are chosen so as to be as similar as possible to the bad ones
according to selected criteria, for example size as measured by assets, number of employees
or sales.14 We also randomly selected accounting periods for which statements were available
for the immediately succeeding accounting period. In this way we made sure that the firm in
question did not fail in the year following the period under review. In all, 606 good firms were
ultimately selected using this procedure. The data sample thus contained a total of 757 firms,
which were divided into two categories according to whether they went bankrupt in the period
following the period for which the accounting data were selected for the company in question.
According to the econometric literature, when the event of interest is rare, logistic regression
underestimates the influence of the characteristics on the event, so an artificial sample is

12

We excluded from our analyses those firms which underwent composition. There were only nine such cases in
the database. Unlike bankruptcy, composition is not associated with the dissolution of the legal entity.
13

To estimate the scoring function we need to have corporate accounting data for two consecutive years. The
first period is used for estimating the function and the second for identifying the quality of the firm (failed,
healthy). If no accounting data are available for the following period, we are unable to determine the quality of
the company in question.

14

A summary of the methods can be found, for example, in Heckman et al. (1997).
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generated and the estimated values are further transformed so that they match the incidence in
the population.15
Table 2 shows the breakdown of the data in the database on the selected data sample by
accounting period and firm quality (good/bad). In the total data sample, moreover, there exists
a set of firms for which we are unable to determine the quality in the given year
(indeterminate firms). These are firms for which accounting statements for the following year
are not available. Although the database contained accounting data for the period 1993–2005,
in the final year it is no longer possible to determine the firm’s quality. For this reason, the
selected data sample does not cover 2005.
Table 2: Breakdown of data sample by accounting period and firm quality*
Total data
Used data sample
Undefined
Total
firms
Bad firms Good firms
Total
Bad firms Good firms

1993

980

89

1

890

1

1

0

1994

1,824

53

0

1,771

4

0

4

1995

5,606

147

0

5,459

13

0

13

1996

7,023

1,032

9

5,982

53

9

44

1997

7,056

1,261

15

5,780

50

15

35

1998

6,802

1,028

12

5,762

48

11

37

1999

7,541

1,307

25

6,209

69

25

44

2000

7,377

3,094

18

4,265

62

17

45

2001

5,660

1,536

5

4,119

40

5

35

2002

7,869

956

8

6,905

57

8

49

2003

22,264

4,420

25

17,819

110

25

85

2004
Total**

18,989
98,991

18,490
33,413

35
153

464
65,425

250
757

35
151

215
606

Source: ČEKIA and authors’ calculations
* A bad firm means a firm that went bankrupt at the one-year horizon, whereas a good firm for the given period
means a firm that did not go bankrupt the following year.
** The “Total” row contains the number of observations for the given set of firms. On the full data sample this
figure does not equal the total number of firms, because in the selection each company is monitored for several
accounting periods.

Table 3 shows the breakdown of firms by size in the data sample. This is based on corporate
assets and conforms to the European Commission categorisation.16 Nonetheless, we should

15

For the estimation of the scoring function, an alternative sample constructed in the same way but with a new
random selection for the good firms was used in the robustness tests – see section 5, where we discuss the results
of the model.
16

Commission Regulation (EC) No 70/2001 as amended by No 364/2004. The enterprise size boundaries were
converted from EUR to CZK using the approximate exchange rate 1 EUR = 30 CZK.
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mention that the European Commission also offers other enterprise size categorisations
(according, for example, to number of employees or sales).17 The enterprise size definition
chosen by us and used in Table 3 was based on the available data, which were part of the data
source used. The source contained corporate assets, and not numbers of employees. Sales
information did form part of the database, but had been filled in for only some companies, so
it could not be used. Under the definition we used, micro-enterprises with assets not
exceeding CZK 60 million have the largest representation in the data sample, while large
enterprises with assets exceeding CZK 1,290 million have the lowest representation.
However, large enterprises account for more than 80% of the aggregate assets of the firms
represented in the sample.
Table 3: Description of data sample used

Type
Micro firms
Small firms
Medium firms
Large firms
Total

Assets
(CZK million)
< 60
61-300
301-1,290
>1,291
-

Number of
firms
292
138
90
86
606

Good firms
Share
Share
according to
according to
number of firms assets of firms
(%)
(%)
48.2%
0.8%
22.8%
3.5%
14.9%
10.8%
14.2%
84.9%
100.0%
100.0%

Number of
firms
70
36
24
21
151

Bad firms
Share
Share
according to
according to
number of firms assets of firms
(%)
(%)
46.4%
1.0%
23.8%
5.4%
15.9%
14.7%
13.9%
78.9%
100.0%
100.0%

Source: ČEKIA and authors’ calculations

6.

Results of the model

The resulting model (3) confirmed the relationships between the liquidity, solvency,
profitability and activity indicators and business failure. The best statistical properties were
shown by the model containing seven statistically significant indicators (of the 22 considered
in all). These included three solvency indicators (financial leverage I and II and interest
coverage), two profitability indicators (return on equity and gross profit margin), one
liquidity indicator (cash ratio) and one activity indicator (inventory ratio). The resulting
model takes the following form:
score =

1
1+ e

− ( b0 +b1r3* +b2 r4* +b3r5* +b4 r7* +b5 r12* + b6 r19* +b7 r20* )

(3)

where
score expresses the risk of the firm, which is linked to the probability that the firm will go

17

The Czech Statistical Office also uses a breakdown by number of employees.
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bankrupt at the one-year horizon,
ri

denotes the individual financial indicators of the firm,

bi

denotes the coefficients of the relevant scoring function indicators,

*

denotes the relative order operator in per cent, which returns the relative order of the value
of a given indicator for a given firm vis-à-vis the full data sample used to estimate the
model.18

As the model is based on the relative order of the indicators in the sample, the estimated
coefficients of the function express their relative importance. The larger is the indicator’s
coefficient (in absolute terms), the larger is its weight in the scoring function.19 From this
perspective, interest coverage, cash ratio and financial leverage I appear to be the most
important indicators (Table 4).
The estimated scoring model confirmed our expectations regarding the impact of the
individual indicators on business failure. It is clear that a higher debt ratio increases the
probability of default (see financial leverage I and II), whereas a higher ability to repay debts
(see the interest coverage) reduces this probability. Likewise, higher profitability (see gross
profit margin and return on equity) and higher liquidity (see cash ratio) increase the financial
stability of the firm and reduce its probability of default. By contrast, lower efficiency (see
inventory ratio) implies lower financial stability of the firm.
Table 4: Estimated scoring model

18

The relative order operator returns a number in the interval (0,1). It is analogous to seeking a quantile on the
given data sample, except that the value for which we are seeking the position in the given sample is not part of
the sample. In practice, we calculate the value of a given financial indicator, such as the cash ratio, and seek the
two closest indicator values in the data sample between which the value sought lies. From the relative order of
these two values we calculate the relative order for the sought value by linear interpolation. If, for example, the
cash ratio takes the value 0.2, the relative order operator for it is calculated by linear interpolation of the relative
order of the two closest values to 0.2 occurring in the data sample used for the estimation of the model, namely
0.1996 and 0.2015, whose relative orders are 0.5733 and 0.5746. We then obtain the resulting relative order
value using the following relationship:

0.5733⋅

0.2015-0.2
0.2-0.1996
*
+ 0.5746 ⋅
= 0.5736 , i.e. 0.2 = 0.5736.
0.2015-0.1996
0.2015-0.1996

This means that in the original data sample on which the model was estimated, 57.36% of the values of this
indicator are less than 0.2.
19

The relative order operator applied to the individual financial indicators used in the scoring function ensures
that the model is robust to extreme values.
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Notation of Notation of
Variable
Type
ratio
coefficient
Constant
b0
Leverage I
Solvency
r3
b1
Leverage II
Solvency
r4
b2
Interest coverage Solvency
r5
b3
Gross profit margin Profitability
r7
b4
Inventory ratio
Actitvity
r12
b5
Cash ratio
Liquidity
r19
b6
b7
Return on equity
Profitability
r20

Petr Teplý

Coefficient

Standard
Error

Siginificance

1,4838

0,8766

0,090526

1,1205

0,3399

0,000977

3,4580

0,7218

0,000002

-3,1748

0,6627

0,000002

1,2181

0,3321

0,000245

-2,3915

0,9363

0,010643

-3,3022

0,3960

0,000000

-2,8304

0,5573

0,000000

Source: Authors’ calculations
Although the model confirmed some of the expected results, for example that solvency and
liquidity ratios are the most important for predicting corporate bankruptcy, one surprising
result is the importance of inventories, as contained in the inventory turnover ratio (i.e. the
number of days a company has goods in stock in the form of inventories). The higher this
indicator is, the longer goods lie in the company’s store and the less saleable its inventories
are.20 One possible explanation for the importance of this indicator is the high stock of
unsaleable inventories typical of businesses heading towards bankruptcy. This argument is
supported by the fact that the total liquidity indicator, which includes inventories in current
assets, proved to be insignificant. Conversely, the cash ratio, which does not include
inventories in current assets at all, appears to be significant. This implies that the saleability of
inventories – among other indicators – plays an important role in the prediction of corporate
bankruptcy.
In comparison with other studies on predicting corporate bankruptcy we find similar results
for two ratios - leverage I and cash ratio (see Table 4). This result is not surprising as
different authors studied various samples of firms in different periods using different
methodologies. The only study listed in Table 5 and focused on Czech companies was
provided by Neumaierova (2002), who examined financial statements of 2,000 Czech
companies in the 1995-1998 period. We found three similar significant ratios as observed by
Neumaierova (2002) - leverage I, cash ratio and interest coverage, what implicates the best

20

Nevertheless, we should point out that different industries display different inventory ratios. For example, this
indicator, sometimes denoted as average inventory processing period, is high for ship manufacture, but very low
for retail trade.
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fit of the mentioned studies. This fit makes sense as we examined similar companies in a
similar period but using a different methodology.
Table 5: Comparison with other studies
This
study
2008
Logit








Author(s)
Year
Methodology
Leverage I
Leverage II
Interest coverage
Gross profit margin
Inventory turnover
Cash ratio
Return on equity

Chi,
Tang
2006
Logit


Neumaireová Altman Zmijewski
2002
1995
1984
MDA*
MDA*
Probit




Ohlson
1980
Logit


Beaver
1966
UM**














Notes: The operator "+ " indicates that a study has found a particular financial ratio significant
(sometimes in a slightly modified form compared to this paper´s defintion).
* Multivariate Discriminant Analysis
** Univariate model

The aim of the scoring model is to correctly separate good and bad firms. This property
expresses the quality of the estimated function. To measure it, one can use the Gini
coefficient, for example. The value of this coefficient should be as close as possible to 1,
which would mean a 100% ability to separate firms in terms of their quality using the scoring
function. The quality of the model can be demonstrated graphically by means of a histogram
(Figure 1) or a Lorenz curve (Figure 2).
Figure 1: Histogram of estimated scoring function

Figure 2: Lorenz curve of estimated scoring function
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Figure 1 shows the firm distribution of the data sample used according to score and according
to whether bankruptcy occurred. The blue columns express the percentage of good firms and
the red columns the percentage of bad firms for each score interval. The ideal situation would
be if all the bankrupt firms were assigned a score of 1 and all the healthy ones a score of 0.
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This, however, does not happen in practice, as we are unable to observe the complete
characteristics of the firm and so we are working with imperfect information. This implies
that the function cannot fully separate the firms according to their quality. There is always a
set of bad firms that are classified as good ones, and vice versa. The aim is to keep such cases
to a minimum.
Figure 2 depicts the cumulative distribution of the scores of good and bad firms. In the ideal
case, guaranteeing a 100% rate of separation, this curve would take the form of a right angle.
From the Lorenz curve one can compute the “Gini coefficient” as the ratio of the area
enclosed by the green curve and the black diagonal and the total area below that diagonal. The
generally accepted Gini coefficient for this type of model fluctuates above 60% depending on
the data used and the purpose of the scoring (Mays, 2001). With a Gini coefficient of 80.41%,
our estimated model satisfies the requirement of a sufficient rate of separation of the firms on
the data sample used21.
The estimation of the model for the alternative data sample, constructed according to the same
rules as the sample used, confirmed that our estimate is sufficiently robust. The robustness of
the model was also tested on another alternative data sample consisting of good clients
selected entirely at random, and their representation according to the breakdown by assets was
different from both the alternative and original data samples. In this case, a slight change was
made to the model (two of the seven indicators were replaced with others22), but when the
model was applied to aggregate data on financial corporations (discussed in section 5), similar
results were obtained (the resulting score was different owing to a different ratio of good to
bad clients in the sample, but the time profile of the score was similar). The quality of the
model as measured by the Gini coefficient was also almost identical.
This kind of models is also utilized by creditors in order to reduce costs of the portfolio
management in three ways. Firstly, portfolio quality is improved, and credit loss declines.
Secondly, using statistical models, credit granting process can be more automated and
personal costs declines. Finally, due to the Basel II framework, using rating models by banks
can significantly reduce their capital requirement.

21

This result is comparable to Zmijewski (1984), who recorded 76% accuracy of classification when employing
probit regression.
22

Gross profit margin and interest coverage were replaced with retained earnings and cash flow.
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Use of the model to assess the financial stability of the economy

Financial scoring is routinely used to assess the creditworthiness of individual firms. If we
have aggregated data for the whole non-financial sector, we can imagine this sector as one
large hypothetical firm with an aggregated balance sheet. Alternatively, given the use of
relative indicators only, we can view the aggregated indicators as characteristics of the
average firm in the sector. Assuming a degree of homogeneity, the estimated model can be
applied to the aggregated indicators of non-financial corporations. If the situation in the sector
takes a turn for the worse, the financial indicators of firms will deteriorate on average. This
will be reflected in a falling score of the average representative firm. However, the scope and
inhomogeneity of the sample of firms on which the model was estimated place some
limitations on the model. We could get better results by decomposing the sample into several
more homogeneous segments and then estimating the model for these groups of firms
separately. In the ideal scenario, we would decompose the firms by size and area of economic
activity. Owing to the small number of bad firms in the data source used, however, this is not
possible.
An aggregated balance sheet can be obtained for Czech firms from the publicly available data
of the Czech Statistical Office, which has data containing the economic results of nonfinancial corporations. This data is published in a sufficiently detailed structure (to enable the
construction of the seven aforementioned indicators included in the model) only for
corporations with 100 employees or more. The seven indicators obtained in this way (r3, r4, r5,
r7, r12, r19 and r20) are substituted into equation (3) to give an aggregated score representing the
level of risk of the entire sector.
The resulting score was computed for 2004–2008. The value of the creditworthiness indicator
(the 1-score) or JT index for 2004–2008 (see Figure 3) can be interpreted as the
creditworthiness of the non-financial sector for the one-year prediction horizon. This indicator
is related directly to the probability of default of the corporate sector. By contrast with the
original data sample, the model is only applied to data on firms with 100 employees or more,
but one can get some idea of the evolution of the corporate sector over time. Given the
aforementioned limitation, the resulting score is probably underestimated and thus the
creditworthiness is overestimated, owing to the higher level of risk of the small enterprises
excluded from the aggregate data.
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For financial stability purposes, however, the dynamics of this indicator over time are more
important than its absolute level. The results suggest a steady improvement in the
creditworthiness of the non-financial sector between 2004 and 2006 in line with the positive
macroeconomic trend. A positive shift and a reduction in the risk of the sector occurred in
particular in 2006, which saw improvements in five out of the seven financial indicators
studied (the only deteriorations were recorded by financial leverage I and II).
However, the JT index for 2007 a 2008 deteriorated and was somewhat lower than that for
2006, but is still higher than that for 2005 (see Figure 3). This slight deterioration can be
explained through global market turbulences in both years 2007 and 2008. The decreases
were shown by interest coverage (a year-on-year deterioration of 5.1% to 9.34) and return on
equity (a year-on-year decrease of 4.0% to 0.104). By contrast, the decline in creditworthiness
was moderated by a rise in firms’ balance-sheet liquidity (cash ratio improved by 2.1% to
0.40). According to these results, the Czech corporate sector risk should show a further
modest increase in 2009.
Figure 3: JT index for the Czech non-financial corporate sector in the 2004-2008 period
100.00
99.95
99.90
99.85
99.80
99.75
99.70
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

JT index

Source: Authors’ calculations and Czech Statistical Office

The constructed indicator offers a more comprehensive aggregate view of the riskiness of the
sector as a whole going forward. The results of the model are consistent with the conclusions
contained in Financial Stability Reports published by the CNB for the years 2006-2008 (CNB
(2007), CNB (2008) and CNB (2009)).
An analogous approach to the JT index might be applicable for construction of similar indices
within financial services industry. For instance, it might be used for an assessment of riskiness
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of particular economy’s sectors, what could help banks to identify potential risky sectors. On
the other hand, we should mention that the JT index is based on balance-sheet data and
therefore backward looking. However, for appropriate credit risk management methods both
backward and forward looking indicators shall be applied. In other words, modifications of
the JT index should be supplemented by forward looking indicators such as stock market data,
Moody’s KMV EDF, consumers/producers confidence indices, management surveys,
consensus forecasts, number of purchase orders etc.

8.

Conclusions

Financial scoring is a method used to assess the creditworthiness of obligors and thus is
frequently used by lenders when deciding whether or not to provide credit products.
Implementation of this method can reduce creditors cost and subsequently increase their
profit. A new wave of interest originated with the introduction of the New Basel Capital
Accord known as Basel II. The aim of credit scoring is an estimation of firm’s default
probability. Together with estimation of loss given default, exposure at default and effective
maturity, these credit risk components can be used for determining the capital requirement –
Internal Ratings-Based Approach (IRB).
This study showed that it is possible to use these traditional methods to monitor the financial
stability of the corporate sector. Using accounting data on Czech firms, a scoring model based
on seven financial indicators was estimated using logistic regression. Our result revealed that
leverage indicators, interest coverage, gross profit margin, inventory ratio, cash ratio and
return on equity have a sufficient power to predict firm’s bankruptcy. By applying this model
to the aggregate financial results of non-financial corporations, the scores of the Czech
corporate sector as a whole – corresponding to its level of risk for the one-year prediction
horizon – were calculated for 2004–2008. The results of our study suggest that the
creditworthiness of the Czech non-financial corporate sector (JT index) improved between
2004 and 2006. However, the JT index for 2007 and 2008 deteriorated what could be
explained through global market turbulences. This indicator has been incorporated into the
quantitative system used by the Czech National Bank to assess financial stability. The
calculated score will be used each year as auxiliary information for evaluating the probability
of the corporate sector running into difficulties at the one-year prediction horizon. The used
methodology for the construction of the JT index might be suitable for decision makers in
emerging markets when evaluating the economy’s financial stability.
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ESSAY II - OPERATIONAL RISK MODELLING AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR EMERGING MARKETS BANKS
Abstract
In this paper we have attempted to analyse and model the real operational data of an
anonymous Central European Bank. We have utilised two main approaches described in the
literature: the Loss Distribution Approach and Extreme Value Theory, in which we have used
two estimation methods: the standard maximum likelihood estimation method and the
probability weighted moments (PWM). Our results proved a heavy-tailed pattern of
operational risk data as documented by many researchers. Additionally, our research showed
that the PWM is quite consistent when the data is limited as it was able to provide reasonable
and consistent capital estimates. From a policy perspective it should be hence noted that banks
from emerging markets such as the Central Europe are also able to register operational risk
events and the distribution of these risk events can be estimated with a similar success than
those from more mature markets.

Key words: operational risk, economic capital, Basel II, extreme value theory, probability
weighted method

JEL: G18, G21, G32
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Introduction

Operational risk has become one of the most discussed topics by both academics and
practitioners in the financial industry in the recent years. The reasons for this attention can be
attributed to higher investments in information systems and technology, the increasing wave
of mergers and acquisitions, emergence of new financial instruments, and the growth of
electronic dealing (Sironi and Resti, 2007). In addition, the New Basel Capital Accord
(effective since 2007) demands a capital requirement for operational risk and further
motivates financial institutions to more precisely measure and manage this type of risk.
According to de Fontouvelle et al. (2003), financial institutions have faced more than 100
operational loss events exceeding $100 million since the end of 1980s. The highest losses
stemming from operational risk have been recorded in Societe Generalé in 2008 ($7.3 billion),
Sumitomo Corporation in 1996 ($2.9 billion), Orange County in 1994 ($1.7 billion), Daiwa
Bank in 1995 ($1.1 billion), Barings Bank in 1995 ($1 billion) and Allied Irish Bank in 2002
($700 million)23. Operational risk also materialized during the US subprime mortgage crisis in
2007, when mortgage frauds became a serious issue24. As noted by Dilley (2008), “mortgage
applicants with weak financial standing or poor credit history have an obvious temptation to
exaggerate their income or assets in order to secure a loan”. However, not only some
applicants but also some mortgage dealers cheated as they intentionally offered mortgages to
the people with a low creditworthiness.25 These dealers preferred own interests to adhering to
prudence rules set by a financial institution, what could be considered as a fraud. We should
also mention three operational risk failures materialized during the 2008 crisis - $65 billion
swindle by Mr. Bernard Madoff, $8 billion fraud of Sir Allen Stanford or non-existence of $1
billion in a balance sheet of Indian company Satyam.

23

See Chernobai et al. (2007) or Peters and Terauds (2006) for an overview of examples of operational risk
events.
24

Naturally, mortgage frauds occurred also before the crisis. However, the number of cheating applicants was
not as high as the mortgages were not provided to so many applicants. Moreover, in September 2008 the FBI
investigated 26 cases of potential fraud related to the collapse of several financial institutions such as Lehman
Brothers, American International Group, Fannie Mac and Freddie Mac (Economist, September 26, 2008).
25

We should note that some loans were provided intentionally to applicants with a low creditworthiness – such
as NINJA loans (No Income, No Job, No Assets).
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Moreover, there have also been several instances in the Central Europe when operational risk
occurred. For instance, in 2000 a trader and his supervisor in one of the biggest Czech banks
exceeded their trading limits when selling US treasury bonds and caused a $53 million loss to
the bank. In the late 1990s another Central European bank suffered a $180 million loss as a
result of providing financing to a company based on forged documents. Other general
instances of operational risks in the Central European banks such as cash theft, fee rounding
errors in IT systems or breakdowns of internet banking can be listed similarly to other banks
around the world.
Although large operational losses are extreme events occurring very rarely, a bank — or a
financial institution in general — has to consider the probability of their occurrence when
identifying and managing future risks. In order to have reasonable estimates of possible future
risks a bank needs an in-depth understanding of its past operational loss experience. As a
result, a bank may create provisions for expected losses and set aside capital for unexpected
ones. In this paper we focus on modelling of the economic capital that should be set aside to
cover unexpected losses resulting from operational risk failures.
The contribution of this study is threefold. The first contribution is the presentation of a
complete methodology for operational risk management. Banks in Central Europe generally
do not possess a methodology to model operational risk since they rely on the competence of
their parent companies to calculate operational risk requirement on the consolidated basis of
the whole group. Therefore, our study that proposes the complete methodology might be
beneficial for banks willing to model their operational risk but not selected a sophisticated
methodology yet.
Secondly, our study is an empirical study which uses real operational risk data from an
anonymous Central European bank (the “Bank”). We are going to test various approaches and
methods that are being used to model operational risk and calculate capital requirements
based on the results. The final outcome of our study is to propose the model of operational
risk that could be implemented by the Bank. Our estimates ought to be consistent with the real
capital requirement of this bank.
Lastly, our analysis provides important results and conclusions. We have found out that even
a general class distribution is not able to fit the whole distribution of operational losses. On
the other hand, extreme value theory (EVT) appears more suitable to model extreme events.
Additionally, we have discovered that traditional estimation using maximum likelihood does
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not provide consistent results while estimation based on probability weighted moments
proved to be more coherent. We attribute it to limited dataset and conclude that probability
weighted moments estimation that assign more weight to observations further in the tail of a
distribution might be more appropriate to model operational loss events.
This paper is organised as follows; the second part provides a literature review; the third part
discusses the modelling issues of operational risk and implications for economic capital, while
the fourth part describes the data used and the results of exploratory data analysis. The
methodology is described in the fifth and sixth chapter and in the seventh part we discuss the
results of our research and compare them with the findings of other studies. Finally, the eighth
part concludes the paper and state final remarks.

2.

Literature overview

“Operational risk is not a new risk… However, the idea that operational risk management is
a discipline with its own management structure, tools and processes... is new.” This quotation
from British Bankers Association in Power (2005) well describes the development of
operational risk management in the last years. Until Basel II requirements in the mid 1990s,
operational risk was largely a residual category for risks and uncertainties that were difficult
to quantify, insure and manage in traditional ways. For this reasons one cannot find many
studies focused primarily on operational risk until the late 1990s, although the term
‘operations risk’ already existed in 1991 as a generic concept of Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission.
Operational risk management methods differ from those of credit and market risk
management. The reason is that operational risk management focuses mainly on low
severity/high impact events (tail events) rather than central projections or tendencies. As a
result, the operational risk modelling should also reflect these tail events which are harder to
model (Jobst, 2007b). Operational risk can build ideas from insurance mathematics in the
methodological development (Cruz (2002), Panjer (2006) or Peters and Terauds (2006)).
Hence one of the first studies on operational risk management was done by Embrechts et al.
(1997) who did the modelling of extreme events for insurance and finance. Later, Embrechts
conducted further research in the field of operational risk (e.g. Embrechts et al. (2003),
Embrechts et al. (2005) and Embrechts et al. (2006)) and his work has become classic in the
operational risk literature.
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Cruz et al. (1998), Coleman and Cruz (1999) and King (2001) provided other early studies on
operational risk management. Subsequently, other researchers such as van den Brink (2002),
Hiwatshi and Ashida (2002), de Fontnouvelle et al. (2003), Moscadelli (2004), de
Fontnouvelle et al. (2005), Nešlehová (2006) or Dutta and Perry (2007) experimented with
operational loss data over the past few years. To this date Moscadelli (2004) is probably the
most important operational risk study. He performed a detailed Extreme Value Theory (EVT)
analysis of the full QIS data set26 of more than 47,000 operational losses and concluded that
the loss distribution functions are well fitted by generalised Pareto distributions in the uppertail area..
Operational risk modelling helps the risk managers to better anticipate operational risk and
hence it supports more efficient risk management. There are several techniques and
methodological tools developed to fit frequency and severity models including the alreadymentioned EVT (Cruz (2002), Embrechts et al. (2005) or Chernobai et al. (2007)), Bayesian
inference (Schevchenko and Wuthrich (2006) or Cruz (2002)), dynamic Bayesian networks
(Ramamurthy et al., 2005) and expectation maximisation algorithms (Bee, 2006).
When modelling operational risk, other methods that change the number of researched data of
operational risk events are used. The first one are the robust statistic methods used Chernobai
and Ratchev (2006) that exclude outliers from a data sample. On the other hand, a stresstesting method adds more data to a data sample and is widely used by financial institutions
(Arai (2006), Rosengren (2006) or Rippel, Teplý (2008)). More recently, Peters and Terauds
(2006), van Leyveld et al. (2006), Chernobai et al. (2007), Jobst (2007c) or Rippel, Teplý
(2008) summarise an up-to-date development of operational risk management from both
views of academics and practitioners.

3.
3.1

An overview of operational risk and economic capital
Basics of operational risk

There are many definitions of operational risk such as “the risk arising from human and
technical errors and accidents” (Jorion, 2000) or “a measure of the link between a firm’s
business activities and the variation in its business results” (King, 2001). The Basel

26

QIS – Quantitative Impact Study by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision's, another important
collection of data is the exercise of the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (see e.g. de Fontnouvelle et al. (2004))
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Committee offers a more accurate definition of operational risk as “the risk of loss resulting
from inadequate or failed internal processes, people and systems or from external events
failures” (BCBS, 2006, p.144). This definition encompasses a relatively broad area of risks,
with the inclusion of for instance, transaction or legal risk (Table 6).
Table 6: Operational risk and main factors
People
Systems
Processes
Fraud, collusion and other IT problems (hardware or Execution, registration,
criminal activities
software failures, computer settlement and
hacking or viruses etc.)
documentation errors
(transaction risk )
Violation of internal or
Unauthorized access to
external rules
information ans systems
Errors in models,
(unauthorized trading,
security
methologies and mark to
insider dealing etc.)
market (model risk )
Errors related to
Unavailibility and
Accounting and taxation
management
questionable integrity of
errors Inadequate
incompetence or
data
formalization of internal
neglicence
procedures
Loss of important
Telecommunications failure
employees (illness, injury,
Compliance issues
problems in retaining staff
etc.)
Breach of mandate
Violations of systems
Utility outages
Inadequate definition and
security
attribution of
responsibilities

External Events
Criminal activities (theft,
terrorism or vandalism)

Poltical and military events
(wars or international
sanctions)
Change in the political,
regulatory and tax
environment (strategic risk )
Change in the legal
environment (legal risk )
Natural events (fire,
earthquake, flood etc.)
Operational failure at
suppliers or outsourced
operations

Source: Authors based on Sironi and Resti (2007)

However, the reputation risk (damage to an organisation through loss of its reputational or
standing) and strategic risk (the risk of a loss arising from a poor strategic business decision)
are excluded from the Basel II definition. The reason is that the term “loss” under this
definition includes only those losses that have a discrete and measurable financial impact on
the firm. Hence strategic and reputational risks are excluded, as they would not typically
result in a discrete financial loss (Fontnouvelle et al., 2003). Other significant risks such as
market risk27 and credit risk28 are treated separately in the Basel II.
Some peculiarities of operational risk exist compared to market and credit risks. The main
difference is the fact that operational risk is not taken on a voluntary basis but is a natural
consequence of the activities performed by a financial institution (Sironi and Resti, 2007). In

27

The risk of losses (in and on- and off-balance sheet positions) arising from movements in market prices,
including interest rates, exchange rates, and equity values (Chernobai et al., 2007).
28

The potential that a bank borrower or counterparty fails to meet its obligations in accordance with agreed
terms (Chernobai et al., 2007).
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addition, from a view of risk management it is important that operational risk suffers from a
lack of hedging instruments. For other peculiarities see Table 7.
Table 7: Operational risk peculiarities
Market and Credit Risks

Operational Risks

Consciously and willingly face

Unavoidable

“Speculative” risk, implying losses and profits

Pure risks, implying losses only*

Consistent with an increasing
between risk and expected return

Not consistent with an increasing relationship
between risk and expected return

relationship

Easy to identify and understand

Difficult to identify and understand

Comparatively easy to measure and identify

Difficult to measure and identify

Large availability of hedging instruments
Comparatively easy to price and transfer
* with few exceptions

Lack of effective hedging instruments
Difficult to price and transfer

Source: Authors based on Sironi and Resti (2007)

3.2

Modelling operational risk

There are two main ways to assess operational risk – the top-down approach and the bottomup approach. Under the top-down approach, operational losses are quantified on a macro level
only, without attempting to identify the events or causes of losses (Chernobai et al., 2007).
The main advantage of these models is their relative simplicity and no requirement for
collecting data. Top-down models include multifactor equity price models, capital asset
pricing model, income-based models, expense-based models, operating leverage models,
scenario analysis and stress testing and risk indicator models.
On the other hand, bottom-up models quantify operational risk on a micro level and are based
on the identification of internal events. Their advantages lie in a profound understanding of
operational risk events (the way how and why are these events formed). Bottom-up models
encompass three main subcategories: process-based models (causal models and Bayesian
belief networks, reliability models, multifactor causal factors), actuarial models (empirical
loss distribution based models, parametric loss distribution based models, models based on
extreme value theory) and proprietary models. 29
As recommended by many authors such as Chernobai et al. (2007) or van Leyveld (2007), the
best way for operational risk management is a combination of both approaches. In the paper

29

For more detailed description of these models see Chernobai et al. (2007), pages 67–75.
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we follow this best practice and employ bottom-up approaches for operational risk modelling
(LDA and EVT methods as described below) and compare the results.

3.3

Top-down approach of modelling operational risk

Basel II provides an operational risk framework for banks and financial institutions. The
framework includes identification, measurement, monitoring, reporting, control and
mitigation of operational risk. Stated differently, it requires procedures for proper
measurement of operational risk losses (i.e. ex-post activities such as reporting and
monitoring) as well as for active management of operational risk (i.e. ex-ante activities such
as planning and controlling). The Basel Committee distinguishes seven main categories of
operational risk and eight business lines for operational risk measurement as depicted in the
following table (Table 8).
Table 8: Business lines and event types according to Basel II

Business lines
Corporate finance
Trading & sales
Retail banking
Commercial banking
Payment & settlement
Agency services
Asset management
Retail brokerage

Beta
factors
18%
18%
12%
15%
18%
15%
12%
12%

Event types
1. Internal fraud
2. External fraud
3. Employment practices and workplace safety
4. Clients, products and business practices
5. Damage to physical assets
6. Business disruption and system failure
7. Execution, delivery and process management

Source: BCBS (2006)

Basel II is based on three main pillars. Pillar I of Basel II provides guidelines for
measurement of operational risk, Pillar II requires adequate procedures for managing
operational risk and Pillar III sets up requirements on information disclosure of the risk.
Basel II distinguishes three main approaches to operational risk measurement:
1)

Basic indicator approach (BIA)

2)

Standardised approach (SA)

3)

Advanced measurement approach (AMA)
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Under the BIA, the simplest approach, gross income30 serves as a proxy for the scale of
operational risk of the bank. Hence the bank must hold capital for operational risk equal to the
average over the previous three years of a fixed percentage (denoted as alpha, α) of positive
annual gross income31. Alpha was set at 15 %.
The capital charge (KBIA) can be expressed as follows:

K BIA

 n

α .∑ GI t 

=  t =1
n

(4)

GIt

- gross income at time t

n

- the number of the previous three years for which gross income was positive

α

- the fixed percentage of gross income (15%)

The SA32 is very similar to the BIA, only the activities of banks are dividend into eight
business lines. Within each business line, gross income is a broad indicator of operational risk
exposure. Capital requirement ranges from 12 to 18 % (denoted as beta, β) of gross income in
the respective business line (see Table 8).
The total capital charge (KSA) can be rewritten as follows:
8

max
∑ GI tk ⋅ β k ,0
∑
 k =1

= t =1
3
3

K SA
GItk

- gross income at time i for business line k

βk

- a fixed percentage of GI for each of eight business lines

3.4

(5)

Bottom-up approaches of modelling operational risk

Under the Advanced Measurement Approach (AMA), the regulatory capital requirement shall
equal the risk measure generated by the bank’s internal operational risk measurement system.
The bank must meet certain qualitative (e.g. quality and independence of operational risk
management, documentation of loss events, regular audit) and quantitative (internal and

30

Gross income = interest income + non-interest income.
When gross income is negative, the figure is excluded from both numerator and denominator.
32
An alternative to the SA exists – the Alternative Standardised Approach, which uses for the Retail Banking
and the Commercial Banking total loans and advances as a proxy for the scale of operational risk of the bank
(instead of gross income).
31
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external data collection, scenario analysis) standards to qualify for using the AMA. For
instance, a bank must demonstrate that its operational risk measure is evaluated for one-year
holding period and a high confidence level (99.9% under Basel II). The use of the AMA is
subject to supervisory approval. As we will discuss later, emerging market banks usually lack
long data series needed for the appropriate application of the AMA. A key question from a
regulatory perspective arises whether the AMA approach is suitable for the banks suffering by
the lack of operational risk events data. We believe that the best approach for these banks is to
use its own –although limited- database supplemented by data obtained from international
databases (such as the Algo OpData quantitative loss database or MBRM Operational Loss
Database). Moreover, we recommend applying stress testing methods to make results more
robust (Rippel, Teplý (2008)).
The above-mentioned description of three approaches indicates that the BIA is the simplest
while the AMA is the most advanced. The idea behind Basel II requirements lies in the
assumption that
K BIA > K SA > K AMA

(5)

In other words, equation (5) implies that the AMA capital charge (KAMA) should be lower
than KBIA and KSA. Therefore banks should be motivated to use the most advanced approach –
AMA33. At present most banks use a combination of two AMA approaches to measure
operational risk:
At present most banks use a combination of two AMA approaches to measure operational
risk:
•

The loss distribution approach (LDA), which is a quantitative statistical method analysing
historical loss data.

•

The scorecard approach, which focuses on qualitative risk management in a financial
institution (this approach was developed and implemented at the Australian New Zealand
Bank (Lawrence, 2000).

The above-mentioned approaches complement each other. As a historical data analysis is
backward-looking and quantitative, the scorecard approach encompasses forward-looking and
qualitative indicators. In our analysis we concentrate on the first approach because of the data

33

The lower capital charge hold by a bank should result in its higher profitability.
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availability. However, we would like to point out that a combination of both approaches is
necessary for successful operational risk management (see for example, van Leyveld et al.
(2006) or Fitch Ratings, 2007).

3.5

Economic capital

A concept of economic capital is used for modelling operational risk through the AMA.
However, no unique definition of economic capital exists. For instance, Mejstřík, Pečená and
Teplý (2008) state “economic capital is a buffer against future, unexpected losses brought
about by credit, market, and operational risks inherent in the business of lending money”.
Alternatively, van Leyveld (2007) offers the following definition: “economic capital can be
defined as the amount of capital that a transaction or business unit requires in order to
support the economic risk it originates, as perceived by the institution itself”. Alternatively,
Chorofas (2006) defines economical capital as “the amount necessary to be in business – at a
99% or better level of confidence – in regard to assume risks”. We should distinguish
economic capital from regulatory capital that can be defined as capital used for the
computation of capital adequacy set by the Basel II requirements (Mejstřík, Pečená and Teplý,
2008) or as the minimum amount needed to have a license (Chorofas, 2006). Figure 4
presents the difference between economic and regulatory capital.
Figure 4: Classification of bank´s capital requirements according to risk
Economic capital

Probability of loss

Regulatory capital

Capital for
extreme events

Risk capital with 99.9
% scenarios

Unexpected losses

Expected
losses

Mean

VAR

Loss in CZK

Source: Chalupka, Teply (2008)

As the figure shows, regulatory capital should cover (e.g. in the form of provisions) both
expected losses and unexpected losses (but excluding extreme events) while economic capital
should cover unexpected losses. In addition, economic capital should cover both risk capital
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with 99.9% scenarios and capital for extreme events. The latter is important for modelling
operational risk as “low frequency/high severity” losses often occur, what is supported by
many researchers such as Chernobai (2006), Dutta and Perry (2006) or as it will be shown
later, by our results. As the examples of extreme events, we can list 9/11 events in 2001,
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 or Hurricane Gustav in 2008.

4.

Data analysis

4.1

Data used

In this study we have used data from the Bank. Altogether the dataset consists of more than
six hundred operational losses over the period 2001-2007. However, there are
disproportionally fewer observations in the beginning of the sample (January 2001-November
2003) signaling lower quality of data when the process of collecting operational losses data
was just starting. In order to remove possible bias, we have left out 14 observations of this
period.
Moreover, the threshold for collecting the data in the Bank (about $1,000) is set quite low
compared to other studies, the threshold is typically of the order of $10,000, hence we further
cut some of the observations from the beginning as we describe in the section dealing with
LDA. By setting the threshold up to $10,000 we have left out many small losses, hence the
number of observation in our dataset further decreased up to 23634.
Observations across years starting from December 2004 are by a simple graphical inspection
quite stationary and hence can be considered to be collected by consistent methodology.
However, there is a significant variation across months; particularly losses in December are
significantly more frequent. This can be explained by the end of fiscal year when all possible
unrecorded losses up to a date finally appear on the books. This is not a problem when losses
are treated on annual basis or independent of time, however, it hinders the possibility to take
into account monthly information.

34

Although the number of observations left out is high, they account only for about 2.5% of the sum of total
operational losses in the sample. A $10,000 threshold is commonly used in operational risk modelling (see Duta,
Perry (2007) or Chernobai (2007)).
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Generally, our dataset is not very big, but it is satisfactory enough for operational risk analysis
at the level of the whole bank. For analysis focusing on particular business lines and/or
particular type of loss events we would need more observations.

4.2

Exploratory data analysis

To get a better understanding of the structure and characteristics of the data we have firstly
performed Exploratory Data Analysis as suggested by Tukey (1977). Operational risk data are
skewed and heavy-tailed; hence skewness and kurtosis are the most important characteristics.
We have utilised some of the measures proposed by Hoaglin (1985) and Tukey (1977) used in
Dutta and Perry (2007) to analyse skewness and kurtosis. Employing measures of skeweness
such as a mid-summary plot or pseudo sigma indicator of excess kurtosis, we confirmed that
also our data are very skewed and heavy-tailed, the properties typical for operational losses
data35.

5.

Methodology

5.1

Concept of VAR, modelling frequency and aggregation of losses

Before describing individual approaches to model operational risk, we would like to define
Value at Risk (VAR), a risk informative indicator recognised by Basel II requirements.36
Jorion (2007) defines VAR as “the maximum loss over a target horizon such that there is
a low, prespecified probability that the actual loss will be higher”. Usually VAR is expressed
as a corresponding value (in currency units) of p% quantile of a distribution37 where p is the
prespecified low probability and f(x) is a density function of operational losses:

p=∫

∞

VAR

f ( x )dx

Alternatively, VAR is a cut-off point of the distribution beyond which the probability of the
loss occurrence is less than p. For operational risk losses the quantile defined in Basel II is
99.9% (see Figure 4), thus we will report VAR99.9 for each modelling method used. The target

35

For a more detailed analysis, please refer to Chalupka and Teplý (2008).

36

For more details on the VAR methodology see the traditional risk management books such as Jorion (2007),
Saunders and Cornett (2006) or Sironi and Resti (2007).
37 Although it is sometimes also defined as the difference between the mean and the quantile.
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horizon is one year, so a 99.9% VAR requirement can be interpreted as the maximum annual
loss incurred over 1,000 years.
There is one complication associated with the above definition of VAR and the requirement
of Basel II. The above density function f(x) has to combine both the severity and frequency of
losses for a period of one year which is analytically difficult in specific cases (Embrechts et
al., 2005). One of the approaches suggested (e.g. Cruz, (2002), Embrechts et al. (2005) or
Dutta and Perry (2007)) is the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation where for a simulation of a given
year a number of losses is drawn from a frequency distribution and each loss in the year is
simulated by a random quantile of a severity distribution. All losses in each of the simulated
years are then summed to arrive at the estimation of the combined distribution function. The
99.9% quantile is then taken from these simulated annual losses as the estimator of the 99.9%
VAR. We have simulated 10,000 years, however, as argued by Embrechts et al. (2005) for
rare events, the convergence of the MC estimator to the true values may not be particularly
fast, so in real applications either using more iterations or refining the standard MC by
importance sampling technique is suggested38.
To model frequency we have used Poisson distribution, which is typically employed, having
the density function
f ( x) =

e − λ λx
,
x!

and a single parameter λ. We have estimated it using three complete years 2004-2006 and for
each year of the simulation we generated a random number of losses based on this parameter.
For EVT we have not modelled the whole distribution but rather the tail by applying either the
generalised extreme value (GEV) or the generalised Pareto distribution (GPD). In these cases
(following Dutta et al., 2007) we have used empirical sampling39 for the body of the
distribution. Hence, the VAR has been calculated by a MC simulation in which a part of
losses was drawn from the actual past losses and the other part was modelled by an EVT
model. The proportion of losses in the tail for the calculation of VAR was set to 2% as this

38 Furthermore, the outlined aggregation of losses assumes that individual losses and the density function for
severity and frequency are independent; in the context of operational losses this is a reasonable assumption.
39 Empirical sampling – randomly drawing actual losses from the dataset.
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percentage of the highest losses appears to be the best to fit the data. The frequencies were
again modelled using the Poisson distribution.

5.2

Loss distribution approach

In the loss distribution approach (LDA) we have made use of a few parametric distributions to
try to model the whole distribution of the operational losses. As we have seen in the
exploratory data analysis, the empirical distribution of our data is highly skewed and
leptokurtotic, hence the distribution we have chosen allows for this. As the benchmark,
exponential distribution with only one parameter is utilised, secondly, three two-parameter
distributions (standard gamma, lognormal, and log-logistic) and the five-parameter
generalised hyperbolic (GH) distribution. GH distribution belongs into general class of
distributions and entails a wide range of other distributions and hence is more flexible for
modelling.
Adequacy of each of the distributions is verified graphically by QQ-plots (Embrechts et al.,
1997) and by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics D+, D- and D and the Kuiper statistic V. The
statistics are defined as following

i

D + = max  − F ( xi )
n

i

i − 1

D − = max  F ( xi ) −
n 

i

D = max (D + , D − ) V = D + + D = .

To calculate critical values for the statistics for different distributions we have followed
procedure in D’Agostino and Stephens (1986). Based on the sample parameters we have
drawn 10,000 simulations of the size n where n is the number of our observations. For each
simulation we have reestimated the parameters, calculated the test statistics based on these
parameters and used 10%, 5%, and 1% of the highest values of the statistics as the critical
values.
As we have already mentioned, the threshold for the operational losses in the Bank is set quite
low, so in order to improve the fit as low losses might be differently distributed we have
increased the threshold to $3,000, $6,000, and $10,000. Since, the last figure provided the best
results and is in line with other studies we report only outcomes using this threshold.
To estimate the parameters for the four simple distributions maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) has been employed, whereas for the estimation of the GH distribution we have utilised
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quantile-based method given in Hoaglin (1985). As argued in Duta and Perry (2007),
quantile-based methods can potentially be more accurate for fitting the tails of distribution
compared to MLE.
The random variable X has an exponential distribution, if its density is
f ( x ) = λ exp( −λx ), x > 0, λ > 0 ,
where λ is the only parameter referred to as rate or as scale if expressed as 1/ λ.
The random variable X has a standard 2-parameter gamma distribution, if its density is

f ( x) =

β α α −1
x exp(− βx ), x > 0, α > 0, β > 0 ,
Γ(α )

where α is the shape parameter, β is the scale parameter and Г(α) is the gamma function
defined as
∞

Γ(α ) = ∫ xα −1 exp(− x )dx, α > 0 .
0

The random variable X has a 2-parameter lognormal distribution, if ln(X) is distributed as
normal distribution N(µ, σ2) defined as

 1  x − µ 2 
1
f ( x) =
exp  − 
 , x > 0, α > 0, β > 0 ,
σ 2π
 2  σ  
where µ is the location and σ the scale parameter.
The random variable X has a log-logistic distribution (also known as the Fisk distribution), if
its density is
f ( x) =

ax a −1

  x a 
b a 1 +   
  b  

2

, a > 0, b > 0, x > 0 ,

where a is the shape and b is the scale parameter.
The GH family of distributions introduced by Tukey (1977) is a transformation of the
standard normal variable Z to
X g , h ( Z ) = A + B (e gZ − 1)

e

h

Z2
2

g
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where A, B, g, and h are the location, the scale, the shape parameter responsible for skewness,
and the shape parameter responsible for kurtosis40, respectively. Martinez and Iglewiczh
(1984) have shown that GH distribution can approximate a wide variety of distributions by
choosing appropriate values of A, B, g, and h. The following summarises estimation of
parameters of the distributions based on Dutta and Perry (2007), the details can be found in
Hoaglin (1985).
Defining Xp and Zp as the 100pth percentiles of the g-distribution and standard distribution
respectively, then

 1   X − X 0.5 

g p = −  ln 1− p
Z   X − X 
p
0
.
5
p
  

where X0.5, the median of the data, is equal to A. Because there are many different gp
depending on the percentile p, Hoaglin (1985) suggests choosing g equal to the median of gp.
It can be shown that

Z p2
 g (X − X 1− p )
(
)
ln  gZ pp − gZ
ln
B
h
=
+
.

p
2
 e −e


Given that operational risk data are positively skewed and heavy-tailed to the right, it is more
appropriate to express the left-hand side of this expression using the upper half spread (UHS)
as defined in Hoaglin (1985):
UHS =

g (X 1− p − X 0.5 )
e

− gZ p

−1

.

So once A and g are determined, the values of B and h can be found from OLS regression of
ln(UHS) on Z2p/2. The exponential value of the intercept is the estimate of B, and the
coefficient of the regression is an estimate of h.

40

The parameters g, and h can possibly be polynomial functions of Z2, we considered only constant g and h in
the estimation.
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Extreme value theory

Extreme value theory (EVT) is a promising class of approaches to modelling of operational risk. Although
originally utilised in other fields such as hydrology or non-life insurance, EVT is capable of modelling low
frequency, high severity instances of operational losses. There are two main kinds of models in EVT. More
traditional models are block maxima models which are for the largest observations collected from large samples
of identically distributed observations. The whole sample is divided into equal non-overlapping time intervals
and the biggest loss from each interval is used for modelling (Figure 5, left pane). In the peak over threshold
(POT) model (or the threshold exceedances model, see Figure 5, right pane), a more-modern approach, the large
enough threshold is determined and the observations above are considered. For both block maxima and POT
there is a theorem regarding limiting distribution.
Figure 5: Block maxima model vs. Peak over threshold model

6.1

Block maxima models

Using the Fisher-Tippet and Gnenenko theorem the limiting distribution for normalised
maxima is the GEV distribution (for more details see e.g. Embrechts et al., 2005). The
distribution function of the (standard) GEV distribution is given by
1
 
− 
ξ
−
x
µ
 
exp − 1 + ξ
  if ξ ≠ 0
  
σ  
F ( x) =  


 − xσ− µ 
if ξ = 0
 exp − e





where (following Chernobai et al., 2007)
1+ ξ

x−µ

σ

>0

x>µ−

σ
ξ

if ξ > 0

x<µ−

σ
ξ

if ξ < 0

x ∈ R if ξ > 0 ;

x refers to the maxima, µ ∈ R, and σ > 0, µ is the location parameter, σ is the scale parameter,
and ξ is the shape parameter.
The GEV distribution can be divided into three cases based on the value of the shape
parameter. For ξ > 0, the GEV is of the Fréchet case which is particularly suitable for
operational losses as the tail of the distribution is slowly varying (power decay), hence it is
able to account for high operational losses. It may be further shown that E(Xk)=∞ for k > 1/ξ,
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thus for instance if ξ ≥ 1/2 a distribution has infinite variance and higher moments (Embrechts
et al., 1997).
The Gumbel case (ξ = 0) is also plausible for operational losses, although a tail is decreasing
faster (exponential decay), it has a heavier tail than the normal distribution. The moments are
always finite (E(Xk) < ∞ for k > 0). The Weibull case (ξ < 0) is of the least importance as the
right endpoint is finite, hence unable to model heavy tails of operational losses. The GEV
distribution can be fitted using various methods, we are going to describe and use the two
most commonly used, maximum likelihood and probability-weighted moments. Denoting fξ,µ,σ
the density of the GEV distribution, and M1,…,Mm being

the block maxima, the log-

likelihood is calculated to be
l (ξ , µ , σ ; M 1 , … , M m )
 1 m 
M −µ m 
M −µ
= ∑ ln f ξ ,µ ,σ (M i ) = − m ln σ − 1 + ∑ ln1 + ξ i
 − ∑ ln1 + ξ i

σ  i =1 
σ 
i =1
 ξ  i =1 
m

−

1

ξ

,

which must be maximised subject to the parameter constraints that σ > 0 and
1 + ξ(Mi – µ)/σ > 0 for all i. (for more details see Embrechts et al., 2005).
Probability weighted moments (PWM), the second used approach to estimate parameters of
GEV, has better applicability to small samples than maximum likelihood (ML) method
(Landwehr et al., 1979). Following Hosking et al. (1985), although probability weighted
estimators are asymptotically inefficient compared to ML estimators, no deficiency is
detectable in samples of 100 or less. As the number of extreme observations is typically
limited, this property of PWM makes it very valuable in operational risk modelling. The
probability-weighted moments of the GEV distribution for ξ ≠ 0 are given by41

σ
1 
βr =
µ −
ξ
1 + r 

  1  −ξ
 
 Γ(1 − ξ )  ξ < 1
1 − 
  1 + r 
 

From this we have

41

In the following four expressions, we changed the sign of ξ as in the original paper the distribution function
was defined with the inverse sign of ξ compared to the definition we use.
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σ
[1 − Γ(1 − ξ )]
ξ
σ
2 β1 − β 0 = − Γ(1 − ξ )(1 − 2ξ )
ξ
β0 = µ −

3β 2 − β 0 1 − 3ξ
=
2 β1 − β 0 1 − 2 ξ
From this, the PWM estimators µ̂ , σ̂ , ξˆ are obtained when β r are replaced by their
estimators. Given a random sample of size n from the distribution F, estimation of βˆr can be
based on the ordered sample x1 ≤ x2 ≤ … ≤ xn. The statistic

br =

1
n

n

( j − 1)( j − 2 )…( j − r )

∑ (n − 1)(n − 2)…(n − r ) x

j

j =1+ r

ˆ
is an unbiased estimator of β r (Landwehr et al., 1979).
Adequacy of the GEV model is verified similarly to LDA by QQ-plots (Embrechts et al.,
1997) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics D+, D- and D and the Kuiper statistic V based
on Chandra et al. (1981). The statistics are defined as in the Section 5.2.

6.2

Points over threshold models

As argued by Embrechts et al. (2005) block maxima models are very wasteful of data as they
consider only the highest losses in large blocks. Consequently, methods based on threshold
exceedances are used more frequently in practice. These methods utilise all data that exceed a
particular designated high level. Based on the Pickands-Balkema-de Haan theorem, the
limiting distribution of such points over thresholds (POT) is the GPD. The distribution
function of the generalised (two-parameter) GDP distribution is given by
1
−

ξ
ξ


1 − 1 + x 
F ( x) =   σ 
x

−
σ
1 − e

if

ξ ≠0

if

ξ =0

where σ > 0, and x ≥ 0, when ξ ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ -σ/ξ when ξ < 0;

x refers to the extreme observations above the threshold, β is the scale parameter, and ξ is the
shape parameter.
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Similarly to the GEV distribution, the generalised GDP contains a number of special cases:
when ξ > 0 the distribution is of an ordinary Pareto distribution; when ξ = 0 there is an
exponential distribution, ξ < 0 leads to a short-tailed, Pareto type II distribution. The condition
for existence of moments in the heavy-tailed case (ξ > 0) is E(Xk)=∞ for k ≥ 1/ξ.
The critical issue in this approach is to determine the threshold u. A simple approach using an
excess plot is typically employed. For positive-valued loss data X1, …, Xn the sample mean
excess function is defined as an empirical estimator of the mean excess function

∑ (X
e (υ ) =
∑
n

i =1

n

i

n

i =1

− υ )I{X i >υ }
I {X i >υ }

where ν is the value above threshold (ν ≥ u). Threshold values against mean excess values
provide the mean excess plot. If the data support a GPD model, this plot should become
increasingly “linear” for higher values of ν.
Maximum likelihood (ML) and probability weighted moments (PWM) are again the primary
methods used for parameters estimation. The log-likelihood for excess losses Yi (Xi – u, where

u is the given threshold) given the density function fξ,σ can be calculated to be (e.g. Embrechts
et al., 2005)

l (ξ , σ ; Y1 , …, Y Nu )
Nu
Y 
 1  Nu 
= ∑ ln f ξ ,σ (Yi ) = − N u ln σ − 1 + ∑ ln1 + ξ i 
σ
i =1
 ξ  i =1 

which must be maximised subject to σ > 0 and 1 + ξYi / σ > 0 for all i.
The parameters using PWM can be calculated (provided ξ < 1) by (Hosking et al. 1997)42

σ=

2α 0α1
,
α 0 − 2α1

ξ =2−

α0
α 0 − 2α1

.

The PWM estimators α and ξ are obtained by replacing α0 and a1 by estimators based on an
observed sample of size. The unbiased and consistent possibility is

42

In the following two expressions, the sign of ξ is again changed as the distribution function was defined with
the inverse sign.
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ar = n −1

n − r +1

∑
j =1

(n − j )(n − j − 1)K(n − j − r + 1) x ,
j
(n − 1)(n − 2)K(n − r )

where x1 ≤ x2 ≤ … ≤ xn is the ordered sample.
Again, the adequacy of the model is verified by QQ-plots and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics D+, D- and D and the Kuiper statistic. As critical values for the GPD have not been
found, we have estimated them using the simulation approach described in the section
devoted to LDA.

7.
7.1

Empirical results
Loss distribution approach

As would be expected, the simple parametric distributions with one or 2-parameters are far
too simple to model operational loss data. Although moving from exponential to a gamma
distribution and from a gamma to a lognormal or a log-logistic somewhat improves the fit,
both QQ plots and the test statistics (Table 9) reject the hypothesis that the data follow any of
these distributions. The reason is that the losses in the end of the tail of the distribution are
significantly underpredicted as can be seen in Figure 6.
Table 9: Simple parametric distributions - the goodness-of-fit statistics (p-values)

MLE
Exponential
Gamma
Lognormal
Log-logistic

√nD
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

√nV
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01

Note: √nD stands for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and (√nV) the Kuiper statistic
Figure 6: QQ plots for the exponential (panel a), gamma (b), lognormal (c) and the log-logistic distribution (d)
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b) Gamma distribution
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d) Log-logistic distribution
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Note: Data on axes have been normalized.
The results for the GH distribution are not much better (Table 10,

Figure 7). Although this distribution is flexible enough to model extremely high losses, the
highest loss in the dataset that is almost twice the second largest loss causes the estimated GH
distribution parameter for kurtosis to be very high and hence the distribution overpredicts the
high losses, while underpredicting the lower losses. We can conclude that the whole
distribution pattern of operational losses with rather limited observations is not possible to be
captured even with a general class of distributions such as the GH distribution.
Table 10: GH distribution (Quantile Estimation)- the goodness-of-fit statistics (p-values)

QE
GH

√nD
<0.01

√nV
<0.01
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Figure 7: QQ plots for the GH distribution

Although none of the parametric distributions got close to a reasonable fit, we have still
calculated VAR for these models (Table 11) to have at least an idea of the calculated VAR.
From the table we can draw similar conclusion as from the Q-Q plots. The first three
distributions provide relatively low capital requirements in the range (2.0-2.7%). Based on the
log-logistic distribution the calculated capital requirement is much higher as this distribution
allow for higher losses. Finally, the GH distribution provides unreasonably high capital
requirement owning to the high shape parameter and overprediction of the highest losses.
Table 11: Summary of calculated VAR – Parametric distributions

Distribution
Exponential
Gamma
Lognormal
Log-logistic
GH distribution

VAR (99.9%) - Monte-Carlo
MLE
QE
2.7%
2.1%
2.0%
9.5%
>100%
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Block maxima models

Two different scenarios have been employed when applying the block maxima model, the
highest losses in each month and the highest dozen (twelve) of losses43. For each scenario the
parameters were estimated by MLE and PWM.
Table 12 shows the resulting estimate of the shape parameter44.

Table 12: Block maxima models – the shape parameter

Max. each month
Max. dozen

MLE
1.22
1.95

PWM
0.78
0.45

Although both estimation methods indicate a heavy tail of the distribution, MLE and PWM
yield quite different results for both block maxima models. While for PWM the parameters
are less than one, (even less than 0.5 for the second model indicating finite variance) the
parameters derived from MLE are well above one (infinite mean), indicating extremely heavy
tailed data.
Table 13 depicts the goodness-of-fit statistics, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (√nD) and the
Kuiper statistic (√nV), if the p-value is below 1%, the hypothesis of a good fit of the model is
rejected on the 1% significance level. On the contrary, if it is above 10%, the model appears
as very appropriate to model the data. The other cases are in-between these two boundary
cases.
Table 13: Block maxima models - the goodness-of-fit statistics (p-values)

MLE
Max. each month
Max. dozen

√nD
<0.01
<0.01

PWM
√nV
<0.01
>0.10

√nD
>0.01
>0.10

√nV
<0.01
>0.10

43

As the twelve losses are not the maximas as defined in the theorem for the limiting distribution, there is no
assurance that this scenario will even in the limit follow the GEV distribution. However, the GEV can still be a
good model that fits the data well.
44

We again follow the current practice not to show the location and the scale parameter for the confidentiality
reasons and we just show the shape parameter which is of the highest importantance from the modelling
perspective.
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From the above table we can conclude that the second model (the maximum dozen model)
fitted by PWM produces the best results, while the use of MLE for the first model can be
rejected. The other two cases deliver mixed results.
Figure 8: Block maxima model – QQ-plot for max. dozen model fitted by PWM
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The QQ-plot above shows that although the maximum dozen model estimated by PWM
slightly underpredicts the highest losses, the fit of the data is very good, supporting the
adequacy of this model.

7.3

Points over threshold models

We have chosen four different models. Firstly, using the excess plot we have identified
a threshold (Figure 9). The plot is reasonably linear over the given range; the threshold is set
at the level of a small “kink” where the slope decreases slightly45. This threshold is slightly
higher than 10% of all losses in the data set. Additionally, we have used 2%, 5% and 10% of
the highest losses.
Figure 9: POT model – Mean excess plot

45

Slightly above 0.04 on the virtual horizontal axis.
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Mean excess plot
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Again, the shape parameter obtained from different methods differs significantly (Table 14).
However, we can trace some consistency at least from the PWM results. As noted by
Embrechts (2005) the shape parameter of the limiting GPD for the excesses is the same as the
shape parameter of the limiting GEV distribution for the maxima. Indeed, for our data, the
block maxima model of maximum dozen losses (approximately 2% of losses) is close to the
threshold of 2% highest losses from the POT model. Additionally, the other three POT
models have the shape estimates close to each other.
Table 14: Threshold exceedances models - the shape parameter

Losses > a threshold
Max. 10% losses
Max. 5% losses
Max. 2 % losses

MLE
1.02
1.08
1.55
0.93

PWM
0.77
0.77
0.73
0.48

Regarding the goodness-of-fit, the outcomes (Table 15) are generally plausible for both
estimation methods. Therefore, we can conclude, that the models appear reasonable from the
statistical point of view. QQ-plot is produced for the maximum 2% model estimated by
PWM, which exhibits the best visual fit and at the same time displays consistency with the
block maxima model.
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Table 15: Threshold exceedances models - the goodness-of-fit statistics (p-values)

MLE
Losses > a threshold
Max. 10% losses
Max. 5% losses
Max. 2 % losses

√nD
>0.10
>0.10
>0.10
>0.10

PWM
√nV
>0.05
>0.10
>0.10
>0.10

√nD
>0.01
>0.01
<0.01
>0.10

√nV
>0.05
>0.10
>0.025
>0.10

Figure 10: POT model – QQ-plot for maximum 2% model fitted by PWM
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Table 16 summarises the result for EVT. The high shape parameters for some of the models
estimated by MLE result in unreasonable high capital estimates, higher than 100% of the
corresponding bank income46. On the other hand, capital estimates by PWM are quite
consistent from a practical point of view, ranging from 6.9%–10.0%, indicating alongside
with the arguments already mentioned that this method might be more suitable in the
estimation of operational risk when the data are limited.
As we have mentioned earlier, Central European banks usually do not possess a methodology
to model operational risk since they rely on the competence of their parent companies to
calculate operational risk requirement on the consolidated basis of the whole group. The
question is, if there is anything to gain from shifting the calculation of operational risk capital
requirement to the subsidiary level. Although the PWM methodology might give reasonable
results for a subsidiary, parent companies need to consolidate capital requirements of their

46

For a comparison, Basel II requires banks to hold a capital requirement for operational risk at 15% of banking
income in case of using the Basic Indicator Approach.
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subsidiaries (not only operational risk but also other risks such as credit, market and other
risks). Therefore the parent companies use their models and the subsidiaries usually provide
these models only with some modifications (e.g. more data or scenario analysis). As
documented both in the theory (OWC, 2001) and practice (Deutsche Bank (2007) or BBVA
(2007)), this portfolio approach brings a diversification effect resulting in a lower capital
requirement. For instance, Deutsche Bank recorded a 20% positive diversification effect of an
overall economic capital requirement in the year 2007. Similarly, Banco Bilbao Vizcaya
Argentaria estimated a 45–58% positive diversification effect for operational risk capital
requirement in 2007.
Table 16: Summary of results - Extreme value theory

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6

Description
GEV - monthly maxima
GEV - max. dozen
GPD - losses > a threshold
GPD - max. 10% losses
GPD - max. 5% losses
GPD - max. 2% losses

Shape (ξ)
MLE
PWM
1.22
0.78
1.95
0.45
1.02
0.77
1.08
0.77
1.55
0.73
0.93
0.48

VAR (99.9%) - Monte-Carlo
MLE
PWM
83.4%
8.1%
>100%
7.2%
33.7%
7.7%
39.9%
6.9%
>100%
10.0%
>100%
9.2%

Table 17 presents a summary of our research. As we indicated earlier, EVT shows the best statistical
fit when estimating capital of the Bank on a 99.9% confidence level.
Table 17: Summary of results – LDA & selected EVT models
Body
Exponential
Gamma
Lognormal
Log-logistic
GH distribution
Empirical sampling
Empirical sampling

8.

Tail
Exponential
Gamma
Lognormal
Log-logistic
GH distribution
EVT (block maxima, max. dozen, PWM)
EVT (block maxima, max. 2%, PWM)

Statistical fit
very poor
very poor
poor
poor
poor
excellent
excellent

Capital estimate (99.9%)
2.7%
2.1%
2.0%
9.5%
>100%
7.2%
9.2%

Conclusion

In this paper we have attempted to analyse and model real operational data of a Central
European Bank. We have utilised two approaches currently described in the literature. The
LDA, in which parametric distributions are fitted to the whole data sample, was not able to
capture the pattern of the data and was rejected based on the goodness-of-fit statistics. Hence
we conclude that the parametric distributions like exponential, gamma, log-normal, loglogistic and GH do not fit well the data. This result proves an unusual (heavy-tailed) pattern of
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operational risk data as documented by many researchers such as Muller (2002), Cruz (2002),
Moscadelli (2004), de Fontnouvelle et al. (2005) or Duta, Perry (2007).
The EVT, on the other hand, for both block maxima and POT proved to fit the data in the tail
of the distribution. We have used two estimation methods in the EVT approach, the standard
MLE in which all the observation have the same weight and the PWM in which the
observations higher in the tail have a higher weight. When applying the block maxima model
we have found out that the maximum dozen model fitted by PWM produces the best results.
Cruz (2002) used PWM to analyse fraud loss data on an undisclosed source for the 1992–
1996 period and deduced that the data in 1994 and 1996 recorded a heavy-tailed GEV
distribution. In addition, the Kuiper statistics for PWM showed the best results in all four
years, which confirms our findings.
POT models are frequently used for application of EVT to operational loss data. We observed
that the high shape parameters for some of the MLE models bring unreasonable high capital
estimates, what is consistent with Moscadelli (2004), de Fontnouvelle et al. (2005) or ChavezDemoulin et al. (2005). These authors also mention the estimates are highly sensitive to the
chosen threshold, what again underpins our conclusions. Unlike the others, our research
showed that PWM are quite consistent from a practical point of view and they might be
suitable in the estimation of operational risk when data is limited. This result might be useful
for the banks that have limited data series of operational risk events, what is typical for many
Central European banks.
From a policy perspective it should be hence noted that banks from emerging markets such as
the Central Europe are also able to register operational risk events. Data from the Bank
showed an improvement in time, what could be attributed to more attention devoted to
recording operational risk events. Moreover, as we have demonstrated, the distribution of
these risk events can be estimated with a similar success than those from more mature
markets.
Despite the conclusions cited above, there are still several ways in which our research can be
improved. Firstly, a similar study can be done on a larger sample of data (we used the data
from one Central European bank). Secondly, the research provided on all eight business lines
recognised by Basel II may reveal interesting facts about different operational risk features
among various business lines. Finally, other research might include other results derives from
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modelling operational risk using such techniques as robust statistics, stress-testing, Bayesian
inference, dynamic Bayesian networks and expectation maximisation algorithms.

9.
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ESSAY III - RISK MANAGEMENT LESSONS FROM THE 2008
FINANCIAL CRISIS
Abstract
While the form of crises may change, their essence remains the same (e.g. a cycle of abundant
liquidity, rapid credit growth, and a low-inflation environment followed by an asset-price
bubble). The current market turbulence began in mid-2000s when the US economy shifted to
an imbalanced macroeconomic position. By 2007, mounting defaults in the US sub-prime
mortgage market led to US market instability, unleashing a global fiscal contagion that spread
around the world, roiling markets and causing world economic upheaval. This contagion led
to, for example, the nationalization of big financial institutions, bank failures, the end of an
era in investment banking, increased federal insurance on banking deposits, government
bailouts and opportunistic investments by sovereign wealth funds. In this paper, we discuss
the history, macroeconomic conditions, and milestones of the US mortgage crisis that later
resulted in the global liquidity and credit shortages. We also describe key investment banking
and risk management practices that exacerbated the impact of the crisis, such as relying on an
originate-to-distribute model, risk-shifting, securitization techniques, ratings processes and the
use of off-balance sheet vehicles. Moreover, we address key lessons for risk management
derived from the current crisis and recommend policies that should help diminish the negative
impact of future potential crises.

Keywords: financial crisis, securitization, subprime mortgages, credit risk liquidity risk,
globalization risk

JEL: G18, G21, G34
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Introduction

In 2007, the sub-prime mortgage crisis undermined the US financial market, resulting in
global credit and liquidity shortages and revising the structure of the world financial market.
In this paper, we discuss the history, macroeconomic conditions, and milestones of the US
mortgage crisis. We also describe key investment banking and risk management practices that
exacerbated the impact of this crisis, such as the industry’s reliance on ratings assessment, an
originate-to-distribute model, risk-shifting, securitization techniques, and the use of offbalance sheet vehicles. Moreover, we address key lessons for risk management derived from
the current global market turbulence and recommend policies that should help diminish the
negative impact of future potential crises.
This paper is organized as follows. After a brief introduction we describe the background of
the crisis (history of the US mortgage market, milestones of the crisis and key principles of
securitization). In section three we define key market players, risks and relevant risk
management issues. The fourth section presents both negative and positive lessons emerged
from current financial problems. The fifth section reviews how troubles of a virtual economy
might affect a real economy in the US and subsequently spill over the world. Finally, in
conclusion we summarize the paper and state final remarks.

2.
2.1

Background of the crisis
Comparison of the current crisis with other crises

Before discussing the main aspects of the current crisis, we provide the historical context
needed to better understanding these issues. When compared to other financial crises (see
Figure 11), the 2008 turmoil has caused serious problems for many institutions around the
world and resulted, among others, in the end of an era in investment banking.
When comparing the dot.-com bubble crisis in late 1999 and the current crisis, it is evident
that both crises accounted only for relatively-low market shares in US market capitalization
(6% of US equities market capitalization in 1999) and securitized mortgage debt outstanding
in the US respectively (14% share in 2007). However, the consequences of these crises
affected the whole economy and world financial markets significantly. Specifically, the dot.com bubble was followed by a 49% fall in the S&P 500 index over the next two and a half
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years (and a recession), while the latter crisis caused a US market crash and roiled world
financial markets.

2.2

Macroeconomic imbalances in the US

No economy can live perpetually beyond its means and the case with the US proves this
theorem. Both an increasing current deficit, as well as US growing consumption (spurred
outsized US consumer demand), led to the negative consequences discussed below (e.g. low
savings, moral hazard in financial markets, unrealistic goals of home ownerships implying in
increasing demand on mortgages in the US etc.). Last but not least, the Federal Reserve’s
(FED) monetary policy supported this imbalance through maintaining low interest rates
fostering excessive US consumer demand.
First, in the period from 1995-2006, the US current account deficit jumped from 1.5% of GDP
to 6% and was financed through foreign market lenders who hold dollars as the world’s
reserve currency.47 The question remains if such unrestrained borrowing is sustainable.
Second, in the mid-1990s, the shift in US consumers’ preferences caused another problem –
the consumers started to prefer asset-based savings (e.g. home equity) to income-based
savings. As a result, US personal consumption rose by 3.5% p.a. in the real terms in the
period from 1994-2007, becoming the highest increase in a protracted period for any economy
in modern history (Roach, 2008). Between the years of 1997 to 2007, household sector
indebtedness jumped from 90% to 133% of disposable personal income. Moreover, the ratio
of personal consumption on the US GDP grew from 67% in 1997 to 71% in 2007 (see Figure
12). However, the decline in the US household consumption might cause problems to Asia’s
export-led growth dynamic, which is highly-dependant on continued exports to the US.

47

Some researchers were talking about a new “Bretton Woods II” arrangement, whereby “surplus savers such as
China could forever recycle excess dollars into US assets in order to keep their currencies competitive and their
export-led growth models humming“ (Roach, 2008).
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Figure 11: Impact of recent capital-market crises on Figure 12: US personal consumption expenditure in
1950-2007 (% of GDP)
investment banks
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2.3

The history of US mortgage market

Although the problems in the US mortgage market first materialized in 2005, the whole
problem started in 1977, when the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA), a United States
federal law, came into force (see Table 18). The CRA relaxed credit standards for the US
commercial banks and savings associations as it required the provision of loans for the whole
market segment, i.e. also for low- and moderate-income loan applicants. In 1995, the credit
standards were further eased as new US regulation required banks to provide more loans to
low-income borrowers (in terms both the number and aggregate dollar amount) or risk serious
sanctions.
Table 18: Background milestones of the mortgage crisis
Year

Event

Short description

1977

Community Reinvestment Act (CRA)

Relaxing lending standards -> mortgages
for “everyone”

1995

Introduction of systematic ratings of banks in terms Loosing credit standards for banks ->
of CRA compliance
more loans to low-income borrowers
Permission of securitization
containing subprime mortgages

of

CRA

loans

1997

First securitization between Union Bank (later taken This securitization started a wave of
over by Wachovia) and Bear Stearns (later taken similar transactions/ investment structures
over by JPMorgan)

2003

Guarantees from US government to Federal Explicit guarantees -> lower risk ->
National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and issuance of debt with lower rates than
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie competitors
Mac)

Mid 2005

Surging delinquencies on US sub-prime adjustable- Delinquency rates are good harbingers of
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rate mortgages (ARM)

future foreclosure rates

Falling house prices in the US

Higher loan-to-value ratio (best predictor
of future defaults)

Homeowners’ equity started declining

Higher delinquency rates on both subprime and prime mortgages

Source: Authors based on Zelený (2008) and ECB (2008)

In mid-2005, the US market saw increasing delinquency rates on sub-prime adjustable-rate
mortgages (ARM), which historically has been a good predictor of future foreclosure rates.
Consequently, in mid-2006, the situation deteriorated as the US housing prices started to fall
(see Figure 13) and delinquency rates on sub-prime mortgages surged (see Figure 14), later
also prime mortgages in a lesser extent.
Figure 13: US house prices in 1998-June 2008

Figure 14: The US subprime mortgage delinquency
rate in 1998-2007

Source: S&P/Case Shiller

Source: ADL (2008)

Future US housing prices will be crucial for the next development of the market. However,
according to IMF (2008b) the troubles on the US housing market are anticipated to continue
through 2009 (mainly due to the combination of tighter lending standards, falling home
prices, and lower recovery values). As a result, the potential increase in charge-off rates on
residential mortgages could sky-rocket from 1.1% today to 1.9% by mid-2009 (see Figure
15). Moreover, consumer loan charge-off rates could move higher as a result of strenghtened
bank lending standards and slowing economic growth (see Figure 16).
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Figure 15: U.S. residential real estate loan charge-off
Figure 16: US consumer loan charge-off rates (in
rates in 1991-2010
%)

Sources: Federal Reserve; Bureau of Economic
Sources: Federal Reserve; S&P/Case Shiller; and IMF
Analysis; and IMF staff estimates.
staff estimates
1/ As a percent of loans outstanding, annualized.
2/ Series standardized using data from Q1 1996 to
1/ As a percent of loans outstanding, annualized.
Q4 2010
2/ Series standardized using data from Q1 1991 to Q4
2010.

2.4

Milestones of the crisis

In this section we summarize main events that revised the design of world financial market
(see Table 19).
Table 19: Milestones of The Financial Crisis
Year

Event

Short description

Nov 2006

Falling prices of US mortgage-related securities

Decreasing value of assets in investors´
portfolios

2007

Recognized losses from US mortgage-related Financial institutions’ write-downs
securities

Mar 2008

Takeover of Bear Stearns by JP Morgan

First investment bank in troubles

Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy

End of an era in investment banking

Merrill Lynch taken over by Bank of America

Broker-dealers became banks

Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs applied to
become regulated banks
Sept 2008

Nationalization of Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, First wave of nationalization
AIG, Fortis, Citi, Hypo, Glitnir, Bradford &
Bingley, Dexia, Irish Banks
Ireland guarantees bank deposits

First full-amount public guarantee

British government provided strong intervention
U.S. Congress passes
Stabilization Act (EESA)

Emergency

Economic Public rescues of financial markets

Oct 2008
Unlimited guarantees on deposits

Germany, Ireland, Austria, Slovakia

Central banks cut interest rates

FED, ECB, Bank of England etc.

Financial problems of Belarus, Iceland, Hungary, Rescue from international organizations
Ukraine, etc.
such as International Monetary Fund etc.
Sources: Authors
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Securitization

Securitization is a modern financial process whereby traditional bank assets (for example,
mortgages or receivables from credit cards) are pooled and repackaged into securities that are
then sold to investors. The results of securitization are the multi-billion sized asset-backed
securities (ABS) markets (see Figure 19). Specifically, the bank could issue a bond with the
pooled assets serving as collateral, but the credit rating assigned to the new security is based
on the reserve requirements, leading to AAA rated securities. Meanwhile, the assets are
included in any computation of the bank’s capital ratio. However, the essence of securitization
is that banks can avoid these constraints if a separate entity is established (special purpose
vehicle or SPV). The bank sells then the asset pool to the SPV, which pays for the assets from
the proceeds of the sale of securities48.
Figure 17 explains main principles of securitization and implicates that, among others,
mezzanine structured-finance CDOs with AAA rating were backed by subprime mortgage
bonds below BBB rating.
Figure 17: Matryoshka — Russian Doll: multi-layered structured credit products

Source: Authors based on Fabozzi et al. (2008) and IMF (2008a)

48

For more details about securitization see Fabozzi, Kothari (2008) or Mejstrik, Pecena, Teply (2008).
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Figure 19: ABS outstanding by collateral in the US as of the
end of 2007 (total = USD 2,472 billion)
Other
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Figure 18 demonstrates that the global issuance of bonds backed by mortgages saw a rapid
annual growth until the year 2005. However, not only mortgagees have been securitized.
Figure 19 implies that securitized credit card receivables amounted 14% (USD 346 billion) of
total ABS outstanding in the US in 2007, while securitized auto loan receivables reached 8%
(USD 198 billion). We expect that US banks will face huge losses stemming from these
products in the coming years, as is estimated in Figure 20 and Figure 21.
Figure 20: Credit card charge-offs in the US in Figure 21: US car approval rate in 2007 –
2001-2009 (in USD billions)
September 2008 (in %)

Source: Innovast

Source: CNW Reserach
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Risk management during the crisis
Key market players

Before presenting risk management lessons, the key players during global financial turmoil
need to be identified. We have divided these players into six groups: mortgage originators,
risk shifters/transformers, investors, insurers, rescuers and others (see Table 20).
Table 20: Key players during the crisis
1. Mortgage originators
• Lenders
• Commercial banks
2. Risk shifters/ transformers
• Commercial banks
• Investment
banks/prime
brokers
• Government-sponsored
enterprises
• SPVs (ABCP/SIV/conduits)*
3. Investors
• Commercial banks
• Investment banks
• Hedge funds
• Pension funds
• Insurance companies
• Investment funds
• Private investors

4. Insurers
• Insurance companies
• Monoline insurers
• Reinsurence companies
5. Rescuers
• Central banks
• Governmental institutions
• Sovereign wealth funds
• International Monetary Fund
• Private investors
6. Others
• Rating agencies
• US government
• Regulatory bodies

Source: Authors
* ABCP = asset-backed commercial paper, SIV = structured investment vehicle

3.2

Main risks involved

As Figure 22 indicates, the pending crisis started as a credit crisis (from mid-2007 until
August 2008) and later became a liquidity crisis (since September 2008). Although this figure
is simplified (e.g. only CDOs and general SPV structures are considered), it shows main
money flows during the crisis. We should note that the existence of US government
guarantees on behalf of government-sponsored (GSE) - Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac - have
distorted the CDO market significantly. As a result of these state guarantees market players
considered CDOs as safe financial instruments, although they were backed by low-quality
underlying assets such as subprime mortgages.
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Figure 22: The credit and liquidity risk during the pending crisis

Source: Authors

Other than credit and liquidity risks, risks such as operational49, market, off-balance sheet,
contagion, systematic, regulatory and globalization risk have materialized concurrently (see
Table 21). We should note that only credit, market and operational risks are covered in Basel
II requirements, while the others are not.
Table 21: Risk typology
Risk

Short description

Example

Credit

Risk to a financial institution of losses resulting from the failure of a Default of mortgage
counterparty to meet its obligations in accordance with the terms of a borrowers
contract under which a financial institution has become a creditor of
Bankruptcy of Lehman
the counterparty
Brothers

Liquidity

The probability of a situation when a financial institution cannot meet Overall lack of liquidity
its proper (both cash and payment) obligations as they become due.
in inter-bank markets

Operational

Risk to a bank of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal Mortgage frauds by
processes, people and systems, or the risk to a bank of loss resulting dealers
from external events, including the legal risk
Misconduct of managers

Market

Risk to a financial institution of losses resulting from changes in Sudden increase in

49

For more details of operational risk management see Chalupka, Teplý (2008), Mejstrik, Pecena, Teply (2008)
or Rippel, Teplý (2008).
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prices, exchange rates and interest rates on the financial markets

interest rates

Off-balance
sheet

Risk that off-balance assets/liabilities appear on a balance sheet of a Off-balance sheet SPVs
financial institution
became balance-sheet
items

Contagion

Risk of a negative indirect impact of other financial institutions on a Mistrust in interfinancial institution itself the transmission of an idiosyncratic shock bank/short-term markets
affecting one bank or a group of banks to other banks or other banking
sectors

Systematic

Risk that cannot be diversified through portfolio diversification

Regulatory

The risk of potential loss due to the violation or a sudden change of the Change in regulatory
regulatory framework
framework of credit
derivatives/OTC market

Worldwide market crash

Globalization The risk of worldwide contagion - increasingly correlated markets and Worldwide global
a decoupling of markets
turmoil
Source: Authors based on various sources

Due to the limited scope of this paper, we focus only on credit and liquidity risk in more detail
below.

3.2.1

Credit risk

As we mentioned earlier, credit risk materialized at an early stage of the present crisis.
However, banks (lenders) were not motivated to do a proper assessment of borrowers´
creditworthiness due to two main factors. First, since 1995 the regulation on the US market
forced banks to provide loans also to low-income borrowers50 (see above). Second, after
providing these loans banks immediately sold the loans to other parties (so called the
originate-distribute model), hence the banks shifted credit risk to other investors.
The problems started when US homeowners were not able to repay their mortgages and the
value of securitized mortgages decreased leading to illiquid markets as many holders tried to
sell at the same time causing step price declines. As a result, the end investors such as banks,
insurance companies, pension funds or hedge funds are expected to suffer losses worth more
than USD 1.5 trillion (ECB, 2009).
Increasing credit risk during the crisis can be documented through various financial indicators
such as credit default swap spread (see Figure 25) or a CDR Counterparty Risk Index (see
Figure 26).

50

We should note that some loans were provided intentionally to applicants with a low creditworthiness – such
as NINJA loans (No Income, No Job, no Assets).
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Figure 23: Credit Default Swap Spreads on Selected Figure 24: CDR Counterparty Risk Index in 2006Emerging Market Banks, January 2007―early September 2008 (in basis points)
October 2008 (in basis points)

Source: Bloomberg, Datastream, IMF estimates

Source: Credit Derivatives Research

As a result of the mentioned problems, many banks and financial institutions have faced huge
write-downs estimated at USD 1 billion as of May 2009 (see Figure 25), what resulted in
unprecedented government interventions in financial institutions (see Figure 26 and Table
21).
Figure 25: Turmoil-related bank write-downs and Figure 26: Government capital investment and
capital raised by region (as of 28 May 2009; USD guaranteed bond issuance for global large and
billions)
complex banking groups (May 2009; EUR billions)

Sources: Bloomberg and ECB calculations.

Source: Bloomberg

Note: The data do not cover all banks in the euro area
nor do they cover all banks across the globe.
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Table 22: List of Intervened Financial Institutions

Source: IMF (2009)

3.2.2

Liquidity risk

Illiquidity, rather than poor asset quality, is the immediate cause of most bank failures, a note
used by Mejstrik, Pecena and Teply (2008), properly describes the situation on the financial
market in autumn 2008, when no bank believes no bank resulting in high inter-bank rates (see
Figure 27) and shorter maturities of asset-backed commercial papers (see Figure 28).
Figure 27: 3M-LIBOR minus policy rates in 2008 Figure 28: Daily issuance of AA-rated asset-backed
(in %)
commercial papers by original maturity in AugustSeptember 2008 (in USD billion)

Source: Thompson Datastream

Source: Federal Reserve
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For investing to securitized products some banks used off-balance sheet entities – such as
structured investment vehicles (SIVs) and conduits – that required less capital charges and
hence enabling a higher leverage. SPVs were not included in the balance sheets of these
banks. However, these conduits were facing liquidity risk because they invested to long-term
assets such as CDOs or ABSs but were funded through shorter-term asset-backed commercial
paper (ABCP). When CDOs’ value deteriorated, conduits’creditors stopped lending money to
the conduits. As a result, the banks had to fund these conduits, because they appeared on
banks’ balance sheet, what further intensified liquidity problems of these banks.
Central banks provided emergency liquidity (discount windows, extra credit lines51 etc.) into
the financial system in order to refresh confidence among market players and stabilization the
situation.
Figure 29 shows that central banks around the world have provided liquidity support to
financial institutions, what resulted in increases of their balance sheets. However, despite this
central bank liquidity support and lower policy interest rates, the crisis has deepened and
broadened. For instance, current monetary policy enacted by the Czech National Bank seems
to be inefficient; as late as October 2008 a Czech basic interest rate (2W-repo rate) amounted
3.5% p.a., while the Czech inter-bank rate PRIBOR oscillated around 3.8% p.a. These figures
indicate high risk premium on the Czech market implying pending mistrust between market
players (see Figure 30).
Figure 29: Real Central Bank Assets of Selected
Countries, January 2006-March 2009 (August 2008
= 100)

Figure 30: Interest rate spread (PRIBOR –2W
REPO) in July-October 2008 (in basis points)
35
30

Spread (bps)
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20
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Aug 2008

Sep 2008
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-5

Source: IMF (2009)

Source: Authors based on the Czech National Bank

51

For instance Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF), Term Auction Facility (TAF) or Term Securities Lending
Facility (TSLF) or Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF).
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Lessons from the crisis

The current global financial upheaval raise few issues related risk management tools,
processes and techniques, which might give several lessons for future development on the
financial markets. We find both negative and positive lessons from this crisis.

4.1

Negative lessons

The negative lessons can be divided into three groups: financial products and valuation,
processes and business models, and strategic issues (see Table 23).
Table 23: Negative lessons
Issue

Description

Who failed

Lesson

Financial products and valuation
Adjustable-ratemortgage (ARM)

Lack of information about Mortgage
originators, More publicly-available
ARMs for borrowers
regulators, GSE
information
for
consumers

Credit default swaps

Unregulated credit default Regulators, risk managers
swaps/OTC market

Sensitive regulation of
OTC markets

Financial innovations

Financial innovators were Regulators, rating agencies
one step ahead of regulators

Sensitive regulation of
new products

Structure
valuation

product Nobody
inherent
products

understood risk Rating agencies, internal Better both external and
in
structured auditors, risk managers, internal regulation of
regulators, GSE, investment structure products
banks

Processes and business models
Basel II requirements

Reliance on rating

Regulators

Failed rating assessment

RWA concept failed

Broker-dealer had low
RWAs
but
higher
leverage

Mortgage frauds

High fees for dealers/low Mortgage dealers, mortgage NINJA loans
lending standards
originators, GSE

Originate-to-distribute
model

Banks with no incentives to Regulators, internal auditors
assess
borrower’s
creditworthiness

Rating agencies

RAs did not evaluation true RAs, investors, regulators, RAs should evaluate
risk of securitized products
risk
managers,
internal credit + liquidity +
auditors
systematic risk

Reliance on rating

Strong reliance on incorrect Investors, regulators, risk Investors should do own
rating assessment
managers, internal auditors
valuation of investments

Risk
process

management Inadequate process,
supervision

weak Internal auditors, regulators, Better regulation
top and risk managers
processes

Use of OBS vehicles

Banks used OBS vehicles to Top and
avoid capital requirements
regulators

Wholesale funding

Reliance

on

Better regulation of risk
management processes

risk

wholesale Risk managers

of

managers, Better regulation of
OBS vehicles (e.g.
Basel II)
Liquidity risk might be
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funding possible in good
times

stress-tested

Strategic issues
Corporate governance Top managers preferred own Top managers, regulators, Motivation of managers
(principal-agent
interest to company’s interest shareholders
on long-term goals of a
problem)
company
Fair-value accounting

Fair-value accounting caused Risk managers
further price falls (fire-sale
prices)

Fair-value accounting is
usually a good concept

Government guarantees US government guarantees to US government
GSEs totally distorted the
financial market

“Careful”
guarantees

state

Moral hazard

State bailouts/support of Governments
private financial institutions

“Careful”
intervention

state

Too-big-too-fail
doctrine

State rescues of AIG, GSEs, Governments,
Icelandic and UK banks etc. institutions

international “Careful”
intervention

state

Too-connected-too-fail State rescues of AIG, GSEs Governments,
doctrine
etc.
institutions

international “Careful”
intervention

state

Transparency

Lack of transparency in Regulators,
securitization
process, originators
blurred structures of SPVs
banks, GSEs)

securitization Encouragement of self(investment discipline of market
players

Notes: ARM = adjustable-rate-mortgage, GSE = government-sponsored enterprises, OTC = over-the-counter,
OBS = off-balance sheet, RA = rating agency, RWA = risk-weighted assets, SPV = special purpose vehicles
Source: Authors

4.2

Positive lessons and winners

Despite the above-mentioned negatives, we can find several positives and winners of the
current situation (see Table 24).
Table 24: Positives and winners of the crisis
Positives

Winners

1. Governments were not the only buyer

1. Politicians (will get more power when nationalizing
private companies)

2.Central banks
banks/insurers

provided

liquidity

support

to 2. Academics (research the crisis and produce future
outlook)

3. Investments from sovereign wealth funds (now 3. Selected institutional investors (JPMorgan etc.)
decreasing, though)
4.Valuation techniques worked (some investors bought 4. Private investors (Warren Buffet etc.)
distressed assets)
5. Proper regulation/new prudence rules are expected 5. The International Monetary Fund (will justify its
(Basel II revision52)
existence)
6. Falling (speculative) oil prices

6. Bankruptcy lawyers (will assist to companies in

52

For more details about Basell II requirements see Teply, Divis, Cernohorska (2007) or Mejstrik, Pecena, Teply
(2008).
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trouble)

7. World-wide inflation threat receded.

7. Consultants (assist to companies in trouble)

Source: Authors

5.

Future Outlook

As we noted earlier, the US sub-prime crisis had roots in macroeconomic imbalances of the
US economy. On a related note, the credit crisis has spread over the global financial markets
and negatively affected global macroeconomic situation.
We believe that the current credit crisis is the first phase of the global crisis (see Table 25). In
the first phase, a virtual economy was affected through the subprime meltdown (cross-product
contagion from mortgage-backed securities to credit derivatives markets, inter-bank markets,
leverage lending markets etc.).
During the second phase, the real side of the US economy would be affected. The household
consumption will fall, foreclosures on home-equities will rise, higher unemployment will
result in lower disposable personal income. The US households will have less money to repay
their debts (mortgages, auto loans, credit cards) and aggregate demand will fall deeper.
Finally, during the third phase the US troubles would spread cross-border and would
negatively affect foreign trade and global capital flows. Consequently, export-dependent
economies would see a decline in their export, what would further harm a global economic
situation.
Table 25: Taxonomy of a crisis
Impacts

Transmission mechanism

Outcome

Cross-product contagion:

De-risking

derivatives and structured products

De-leveraging

Second-order

Asset-dependent real economies

Consolidation of
consumption and
homebuilding

2008-2013

Third-order

Cross-border linkages trade and
capital flows

Export and
vendor financing
risks

2009-2015

First-order

Period
2007-2010

Source: Teplý, Černohorský (2009)
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Conclusion

While the form of crises may change, their essence remains the same – repeating cycles of
abundant liquidity, low interest rates, rapid credit growth, and a low-inflation environment
followed by an asset-price bubble. The current market turbulence began in mid-2000s when
the US economy shifted to an imbalanced macroeconomic position. By 2007, mounting
defaults in the US sub-prime mortgage market led to US market instability, unleashing a
global fiscal contagion that spread around the world, roiling markets and causing world
economic upheaval. This contagion led to, for example, the nationalization of big financial
institutions, bank failures, the end of an era in investment banking, increased federal
insurance on banking deposits, government bailouts and opportunistic investments by
sovereign wealth funds.
The 2008 global financial upheaval has taught risk management lessons that will be crucial
for future financial markets development. We have discovered both negative and positive
lessons deriving from this crisis. We have divided the negative lessons into three groups:
financial products and valuation (e.g. failure of rating agencies when valuating structured
products), processes and business models (e.g. the failed originate-to-distribute model), and
strategic issues (e.g. moral hazard or principle-agent problem). Moreover, the 2008 crisis
heralded a new risk occurred during the crisis – globalization risk as a risk of worldwide
contagion resulting from increasingly correlated markets and a decoupling of markets.
The pending global market turbulences negatively affected financial institutions’
performance. To offset this drop in profits, pressure on lower costs and related cost-cutting
initiatives might be expected in financial institutions during coming months. Moreover, we
recommend the following four policies to protect against repeating these errors and limiting
future risk exposure: internationally-coordinated policy when funding private financial
institutions, tighter regulation and higher transparency of financial markets, revision of Basel
II requirements, and a change in supervising credit rating agencies. These steps should help
diminish the negative impact of future potential crises by adding higher credibility,
accountability, transparency and risk diversification of the world financial markets.
At present we are seeing two potential remaining problems in the US financial market: credit
cards defaults and auto loans defaults, which could cause USD multi-billion losses for
financial institutions in coming years. We believe that the current credit crisis is the third
phase of an ongoing global crisis. In the first phase, a virtual economy was affected through
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the subprime meltdown. During the second phase, the real side of the US economy was
affected. Finally, during the third phase the US troubles spread cross-border and would
negatively affect foreign trade and capital flows, what happened during the year 2009.
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